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Chapter I

Soil Erosion -
The Problem and its Assessment

The existence of a global soil erosion problem has been increasingly recognized over

the last decade. In 1984 i was estimated that the annual loss of soil from the world's

croplands was of the order of 23 billion tonnes, representing a depletion of the global

soil resource by 7 each decade (Brown, 1984). However, almost a decade later

there still remains an urgent need for high quality and timely data (Stocking, 1993) In

particular, quantitative data on erosion rates is needed at both the field-scale and the

reconnaissance scale in order to provide objective assessments of the magnitude of

the problem. In this introductory chapter, the most important impacts of soil erosion

on agricultural land will be identified and used to define the data which are required to

evaluate and address the soil erosion problem. This will be followed by a discussion

of the capacity of existing methods of soil erosion assessment to meet the data

requirements. Finally the potential of the caesium-137 technique to meet the

outstanding need for data will be outlined.

1.1 The Impacts of Soil Erosion

Figure 1.1 illustrates some of the processes of soil erosion operating on agricultural

land and their impacts on the agricultural system and beyond. The impacts may be

divided into two broad groups, namely: (a) on-site erosion-induced reduction in

agricultural productivity; and (b) the off site impacts of eroded sediment. These two

groups of impacts are discussed briefly in the following sections.
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Figure 1.1 Processes of soil redistribWion operating on agricultural land and

the on-site and off -site impacts.
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Chapter I - Soil Erosion

1.1.1 On-site impact on agricultural oroductivity.

Reduction in agricultural productivity as a result of soil erosion may ocur as a

consequence of two major processes. Firstly, extensive gullying may lead to a

reduction of the area which is cultivable. Due to the visible evidence of this process,

the impact has been widely recognized and various estimates have been made of its

severity (eg. Whftlow, 1986). Secondly, continual removal of surface soil by sheet

and rill erosion leads to soil degradation reflected in reduction in soil fertility and

breakdown of soil structure. This insidious impact is more difficult to evaluate as it is

a result of processes (splash, interrill and rill erosion and tillage) which are difficult to

quantify using conventional methods of erosion measurement. However, the severity

of the problem is illustrated by Elwell 1984) who suggests that, despite the effective

control of gullying on agricultural land in Zimbabwe, the productive potential of large

tracts of the cultivated land will be destroyed within 30-50 years at current rates of

sheet and inter-rill erosion. Furthermore, at the global scale, ISRIC 1992) has

recently suggested that the soils of an area covering more than 8% of the land

surface of the globe (ie 1 000 million ha) have now been degraded by water erosion.

1.1.2 Off-site impacts of eroded sediment.

The most important off-site impacts of eroded sediment in both developed and

developing countries are increased sediment loads in rivers, sedimentation of

conveyance systems and reservoirs, increased costs of water treatment, impairment

of industrial use, and sealing of irrigated soils (Clark et aL, 1985). The severity of

such impacts in developed countries is illustrated by the estimate of the US

Conservation Foundation that, at 1980 values, the annual off -site osts of soil erosion

in the USA were of -the order of 6 billion (cf. Clark et aL, 1985). In developing

countries the costs have not been quantified, but cearly pollution of already scarce

water resources and reduction in the capacity for water storage can have disastrous

consequences. It has, for example, been estimated that the world's reservoirs are

currently losing storage at a rate of 1% per year (Mahmood, 1987) and that the

annual replacement cost is of the order of 6 billion.
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1.2 The Data Requirement

In order to evaluate the severity of erosion and to target conservation resources

efficiency there is, therefore, a need for data regarding both on-site and off-site

impacts. The data required are illustrated in Figure 12 and may be defined as

follows:

1.2.1 Data required to assess the impact on Productiv

i Rate of gully advance and associated loss of agricultural land.

ii Long-term rates of erosion and deposition by all processes. Afthough rilling and

gullying are the most visible indicators of soil erosion, they may not be the most

important. It is, therefore, important to account for other processes of water

erosion, wind erosion and soil movement by tillage when estimating total soil

erosion or deposition.
iii Long-term patterns of soil redistribution by a processes. While it is evident that

areas subject to loss of surface soil may suffer reduction in productivity, it is

also possible that productivity may decline in areas subject to high rates of soil

deposition, due to burial of surface soil by nutrient-poor sediment eroded from

deep rills and gullies. It is therefore of vital importance to establish the spatial

distribution of both erosion and deposition, and the rates involved.

iv The relationship between soil loss and fertility. The impact of erosion on

productivity will be defined by this relationship which will be strongly influenced

by the local parent material and rate of pedogenesis. Therefore, such

relationships M11 be region/soil specific.

1.2.2 Data required to assess the off-site impact

i Net rates of soil export from the agricultural areas. These data define the

potential severity of the off -site impact of agricultural erosion.

ii Identification of potential sediment sinks. The impact of sediment exported from

agricultural areas on water-courses and storage areas will be dependent on the

existence and efficiency of potential sediment sinks, such as river-margin buffer

strips and floodplains.

iii Rates of sedimentation in water storage bodies.
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Figure 12 The data required to address the on-site and off-site problems of

soil erosion on agricultural land.
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1.2.3 Data required to target conservation resources

i The severity of on-site and off-site impacts.

ii The spatial distribufion of erosion.

iii Identification of the dominant processes and sources.

Furthennore, the data must be available or obtainable when needed by planners,

engineers or soil conservationists. The following section will examine the extent to

which current methods can meet such needs within an aceptable timeframe.

1.3 Current Methods of Erosion Assessment and the Resultant Data

Current methods of erosion assessment may be divided into three approaches:

namely, long-term monitoring of experimental plots (cf. Akeson & Singer, 1984; Elwell

& Stocking, 1974; Garland, 1987; Morgan et a, 1987; Roose, 1975); field survey of

erosion features (cf. Majorov et al., 1986; Millington Townsend, 1984; Thomas et

al., 1986; Whitlow, 1986); and erosion modelling (cf. Onstad, 1984; Stocking et aL,

1988). The data provided by these approaches and their limitations will be discussed

briefly in this section.

1.3.1 Long-term monitoring of experimental plots

Figure 13 shows a typical experimental erosion plot, and illustrates the type of data

obtained from long-term monitoring. Of the listed requirements discussed above, this

approach is best suited to providing the following data:

i The relationship between net soil loss and fertility for particular soil-crop

combinations.

ii Net rates of soil export from the cultivated area.

The chief advantages of this approach are as follows:

a. Identification of the impact of particular cultivation methods and crop-types on

erosion rates.

b. Event-based data, which can be related to the state of the crop/ground.

C. Testing of conservation methods at the field strip scale.
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However, when addressing the problem of erosion at the regional scale the approach

has numerous limitations, viz:

a. It is not possible to obtain evidence for rates of within field soil redistribution.

b. Because the plots are bounded, they are isolated from their topographic context

and the processes operating in adjacent areas. The results may not be

representative of natural conditions.

C. The use of standardized plots precludes effective replication of a wide range of

landscape features.
e. Because of 2 3 application of the data obtained to field suations is oten

problematic.

f. in order to obtain long-term erosion data monitoring must be undertaken for

extended periods, especially in countries with high inter-annual variation in

rainfall. The osts associated with such monitoring will probably be prohibitive,

and the data cannot be provided on request.

sion features

Field survey of erosion features involves the measurement and recording of visible

rills and gullies, and estimation of erosion rates from the volume of soil displaced

from the features. The method involves repeated ground observation and is

sometimes carried out in conjunction with collection of remotely sensed data. The

method can be applied to two of the data requirements:

i The identification of gully extension and consequent loss of agricultural land -

this can be achieved using aerial photography and laser altimetry from aircraft

and, where features are of sufficient magnitude, by use of satellite imagery.

ii Through long-term repeated survey it may be possible to identify the spatial

distribution of water erosion by rilling and gullying.

The principal advantages of the approach are as follows:

a. Where gully extension is studied using satellite imagery, retrospective

assessments are possible since data covering the past 10 to 20 years (Landsat

- MSS - launched 1972; Landsat 4 - TM - launched 1982) are frequently

available.

8 



Chapter - Soil Erosion

b. Where surveys are carried o through ground observation, the method makes

negligible demands wh respect to equipment, and minimal requirements

regarding training.

However, the approach involves several problems. When used to examine gully

extension, two critical problems exist:

a. If a temporal sequence of satellite images is used, the ost of acquisition of the

images may be prohibitive, and additional equipment and training costs may be

involved.

b. The highest resolution of widely available satellite imagery is 20 or 30 m (SPOT

and Landsat TM, respectively). Therefore, only large scale gully extensions can

be identified using this approach. If aerial photographs are used, little control

can be exercised over the time interval employed, as existing records are likely

to be limited.

When field survey is used to identify the spatial pattern of erosion the problems are

more significant:

a. The erosion rates calculated represent only visible erosion features and will,

therefore, be restricted to water erosion by rilling and gullying, and take no

account of inter-rill or sheet erosion, wind erosion and tillage displacement. It is,

therefore, impossible to predict the impact of the observed rates of erosion on

soil fertility and productivity.

b. It is very difficult to quantity accurately the amount of soil deposition. Therefore,

although water erosion may be the dominant process of soil export from the
cultivated area, it is not possible to estimate the rate of soil export on the basis

of rill and gully volumes.

C. In order to establish long-term patterns and rates of water erosion by rilling and

gullying, t is necessary to undertake measurements over a period of several

years. This will increase the cost of data collection, and more seriously will

preclude immediate production of data when it is needed.

- 9 -



1.3.3 Erosion modelling

Erosion odels vary in form and omplexity from empirically-derived equations to

distributed prooess-based models (cf Anderson Rogers, 1987; Onstad, 1984). The

advantages of a modelling approach to erosion assessment lie in the near-instant

access to wide-scale erosion rate estimates and the potential for estimating the

impact of changed land-use or the introduction of onservation strategies. However,

application of the approach Is limited at present due to important onstraints. In the

case of the simplest mufti-parameter equations such as the USLE (Wischmeier &

Smith, 1978) and SLEMSA (Elwell, 1984; Elwell Stocking, 1982), which require the

least data, the most important constraints may be identified as follows:

a. Application is limited to the environments and land-uses for which they were

designed and have been calibrated. Application in other environments or under

different land-uses can provide very misleading results.

b. Where they are applicable, the results should be viewed primarily as an erosion

hazard cassification rather than an assessment of erosion rates.

C. No indication of spatial variation in soil redistribution is obtained.

d. Local verification of the predictions is necessary.

Distributed, process-based models offer significant advantages in terms o the data

provided, in particular in relation to spatial patterns of erosion and deposition, and in

regard to the closer theoretical link with the processes of erosion (Beven, 1992).

However, application is limited by the following general problems:

a. Few models have been subjected to detailed evaluation and verification, due to

the absence of available data. Therefore, the reliability of the results is

uncertain.

b. The increased complexity of the models leads to an increased demand for input

data, at a high spatial resolution. The cost of ollection of the input data may,

therefore, outweigh the benefits of the complex modelling.

1 0 



Chapter I - Soil Erosion

1.4 Meeting the Data Requirements

Of the data required to assess the impact of erosion on on-site productivity, only the

measurement of gully advance and associated loss of agricultural land can be

effectively assessed using current methods. No current method provides acess to

long4erm patterns of soil redistribution by all processes. Although, identification of

the relationship between soil loss and fertility would be possible at the field scale,

using erosion plots, the time taken to obtain such data will usually preclude the

choice of this strategy.

Current methods are s imilarly limited in their capacity to provide the necessary data

for the assessment of off -site impacts of soil erosion. Only erosion plot studies can

provide an estimate of the net rates of soil export from fields. However, such data are

diff icult to apply to the wider landscape. Furthermore, they are not instantly

accessible and can only be obtained through long-term monitoring.

There is, therefore, a clear need for a method of soil erosion assessment which can

fulfill the following requirements:

I Immediate acess to data

ii Estimation of long-term rates of erosion and deposition by all processes

iii Differentiation of the dominant processes of erosion

iv Identification of long-term spatial patterns of soil redistribution

v Estimation of net rates of soil export

Vi Potential application at the field and catchment scale

Furthermore, there is a need to develop methods of estimation of rates of

sedimentation in sediment sinks and water storage bodies, and to devise rapid

methods for assessing the relationship between soil loss and fertility. However, these

will lie outside of the scope of the present discussion.

-11 



1.5 The Potential of the Caesium-137 Technique

On the basis of previous application of the caesium-137 (37Cs) technique in the UK,
the authors have identified the following potential advantages of the technique:

i The technique permits retrospective assessment of medium-term erosion rates.
H The application of the technique requires only one field visit, and the results can

be provided within a relatively short time.
fli The soil redistribution rates estimated represent an average for the last 30-35

years, and are therefore less influenced by extreme events.
iv The rates estimated represent the sum of all erosive processes

Both rates and patterns of soil redistribution may be quantitatively assessed.
v A range of erosion rate estimates may be obtained, including mean rates of

erosion and deposition and net rates of soil export from the field.
The whole field may be studied without disturbance to the slope environment.

vi The spatial resolution of the data obtained is defined by the sampling strategy.

The technique, therefore, appears to fulfill many of the requirements stated in the
previous section. The following chapters of Part I discuss the basis of the 137CS

technique and the potential for its further development, and define a protocol for its
application. Part 11 includes descriptions of case-studies from China, Zimbabwe and
Lesotho, which illustrate the value of the 137CS technique in the assessment of soil
erosion.

- 12 -
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Chapter 2

The Caesium-137 Technique

Some 20 years after its first application (cf. Rogowski & Tamura, 1965, 1970; Ritchie
& McHenry, 1973, 1975) the caesium-137 (137CS) technique has now become
established as an important tool for investigating soil erosion, and recent work has
demonstrated that it can be used in a wide variety of environments. This chapter will
describe the basis of the technique, including the justification for certain key
assumptions, and the procedure for using 137CS measurements in erosion
assessment.

2.1 The Basis of the Caesium-137 Technique

The basis of the 137CS technique is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 21, and
may defined as follows:

i 137CSwas deposited as fallout primarily during the late 1950s and the 1960s
and in most environments was rapidly and strongly adsorbed by soil particles at
the ground surface.

ii Subsequent redistribution of the radiocaesium reflects the movement of soil
particles since the 137Cs remains adsorbed and moves in association with the
soil particles.

iii If it is assumed that the initial distribution of the 37CS fallout input was uniform,
then deviations in the measured distribution of 137Cs from the local fallout
inventory represent the net impact of soil redistribution during the period since
137Csdeposition.

iv If a relationship between 137CS loss and gain and soil loss and gain can be
established, it will be possible to estimate rates of soil erosion and aggradation
from137CSmeasurements.

The properties of 137Csand its behaviour in the environment which contribute to its
value as a sediment tracer include its global distribution, its rapid and strong

- 1 -



adsorption by mineral sediment, and its half4ife of 30.17 years which allows mdium-

term processes to be examined. Te following discussion will highlight these

advantages and provide more detail concerning the technique.
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Deposition with
Precipitation

Transport wi h xportto
Sediment F1 ial System

Ground sitio
Surface

Idsoby glyiona 

Figure 21 A schematic representation of the basis of the 137CS technique.

2.2 The Source of Caesium-137 in the Environment

Caesium-137 is a radioactive isotope of caesium with a half-life of 30.17 years.

Because this half-life is short on a geological timescale no measurable 137Cs remains

in caesium-bearing rocks. Caesium-137 present in the environment has two potential

sources:

i Atmospheric testing of thermonuclear weapons, primarily during the period from

the late 1950s to the 1970s.

ii Release from the Chernobyl nuclear power plant as a result of the accident on

26 April, 1986.
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2.3 Deposition of Caesium-137

2.3.1 Bomb-derived caesium-137

The 137Cs derived from testing of nuclear weapons was transported into the

stratosphere, distributed globally, and subsequently deposited by rainout and

washout.

The temporal variation in fallout mirrored the temporal variation in concentration of

137Cs in the atmosphere, which in turn reflected the frequency of tests. Figure 22

shows the variation in annual fallout measured at Milford Haven in the UK for the

period from 1954 to 1985. This Figure shows the increase in fallout during the 1950s,

the temporary reduction in fallout following the moratorium on atmospheric testing in

1958, the clear peak in fallout during the eady 1960s coinciding with the peak in

bomb test activity, and the decline in fallout after the 1963 Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.
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Figure 22 Temporal vahation in annual 137CS fallout based on data for Milford

Haven, UK. (R.S. Cambray, pers. comm.).
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Spatial variation in 137Cs is evident at the global scale, with significantly lower

amounts occurring in the Southern Hemisphere than in the Northern Hemisphere.

This reflects the location of the majority of the weapons tests in the USA and the

former USSR. Figure 23 illustrates this contrast by representing typical annual fallout

inputs for the Northern and Southern Hemispheres.
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Figure 23 The ontrast in levels of fallout 137CS in the outhern and Northern

hemispheres, illustrated by typical patterns from the Northern

Hemisphere (Milford Haven/New York) and the Southern

Hemisphere (Adelaide/Brisbane).

Evidence for spatial variation in fallout inputs at the regional scale is less readily

available, due to the absence of available data. However, where data are available a

close relationship is commonly found between the magnitude of 37CS fallout

inventories and the total annual precipitation (eg. Cawse & Horrill, 1986).
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Chapter 2 - The Technique

There is little empirical evidence regarding the variability of weapons test fallout at

the local scale. However, the assumption of essentially uniform total deposition at this

scale is central to the technique. This assumption may be justified by considering the

long-time period over which fallout ocurred. Mthough it is well known that

precipitation may exhibit marked local variability at the level of the individual storm, it

is generally assumed that over a period of several years, the superposition of the

pattems from individual storrns will result in an essentially uniform local pattem of

total precipitation and, therefore, fallout

2.3.2 Chernobyl-derived aesium-137

The 137Cs derived from Chernobyl was released at ground level and was transported

in a low altitude debris cloud. Mst 137Cs deposition occurred as wet fallout in

association with precipitation and was, therefore, localized - ocurring only where

precipitation fell through the debris cloud. This localized nature is illustrated in the

distribution of Chemobyl-derived 137Cs deposition over the UK (Figure 24). The

distribution of significant quantities of Chernobyl-derived 137CS is limited to the

Northern Hemisphere, with only very small quantities being found outside of Europe

and the former USSR (Joshi, 1987; Pourchet et al., 1988).

In addition to marked regional variation, imputs of Chemobyl-derived 137CS were

observed to exhibit substantial local spatial variation at the ground surface. This was

not unexpected, since the Chernobyl pume did not reach the stratosphere and the

period of fallout was short-lived and associated with a very small number of

precipitation events. However, this local variability precludes the use of the 137CS

technique for erosion estimation in areas where Chernobyl-derived 137Cs represents

a significant proportion of the total 137CS inventory, and Figure 2.4b shows those

areas of the UK where Chemobyl-derived 37CS is estimated to represent more than

25% of the total inventory. For countries where similar data are not available, it may

be possible to identify the areas which were subject to the most significant deposition

as a result of the Chernobyl accident by examining the track of the debris cloud

during the period immediately after the accident and the incidence of rainfall for he

same period. Chernobyl inputs are likely to have been minimal outside of Europe and

will, therefore, not represent a problem in most developing countries.

Despite the observed local variation in Chernobyl-derived 137CS inputs, the assumed

uniformity of local fallout inputs of bomb-derived 137Cs remains valid. The contrasts in
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both the mechanism and the timescale of deposition between Chernobyl and bomb-

test fallout renders direct omparison inappropriate. Furthermore, recent work has

also suggested that Chemobyl-derived 137CS may have been more mobile in the

environment than that associated with bomb fallout (cf. Hilton et aL. 1992).

a) 137 Chernobyl derived 137CS
Chernobyl derived Cs as percentage of total

(m Bq cm'2 137CS inventory

M >25%
500
100 �c25%
10

...............

0 50 100km

Figure 24 Chernobyi-derived 137CS in the UK: (a) spatial variation in fallout; (b)

areas where Chemobyl-derived 137CS may represent over 25% of the

total 137CS inventory.
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2.4 Caesium-137 adsorption by mineral sediment

2.4.1 Experimental studies

Numerous laboratory and field investigations of the adsorption of radiocaesium by

soil particles support the assumption of rapid and eective adsorption of caesium by

mineral sediment. Livens & Loveland 1988) cite the work of several investigators as

demonstrating highly efficient extraction of radiocaesiurn from very dilute (0.001 M)

solutions by clay minerals. The radiocaesium oncentrations in these solutions are

several orders of magnitude greater than those associated wh rainfall during the

peak period of weapons test fallout and therefore suggest that fallout radiocaesium

would have been rapidly fixed by clay particles in the upper horizons of the soil. The

effects of soil texture and the magnitude of the clay fraction must also be considered,

but other studies suggest that the proportions of fine particles ommonly found in

mineral soils do not limit radiocaesium adsorption. Lvens & Baxter 1988) examined

a range of soil types and found that radiocaesium was adsorbed by all the mineral

soils investigated. Strong adsorption is also evidenced by the low rate of vertical

migration of 137Cs evident for many soil types in both field and laboratory experiments

(cf. Bachhuber et al., 1982; Frissel & Perinders, 1983; Squire Middleton, 1966).

2.4.2 Field studies

Further evidence for the strong adsorption and limited vertical migration of 137Cs has

been provided by field studies of undisturbed sites. Figure 25 shows typical depth

distributions of weapons test 137CS in undisturbed profiles for a variety of UK soils,

which encompass a textural range from clay to sand (Figure 25, i to v), and for soils

with an environmental range from semi-arid to sub-tropical worse (Figure 25, vi

to ix). All of these depth distributions show a sharp decline in 17Cs activity with

increasing depth. In each case more than 75 of the total inventory ocurs in the top

15 cm, indicating that vertical translocation is minimal. Much of the downward

movement of radiocaesium in these profiles can be related to organic matter

production at the surface and bioturbation, although some chemical diffusion

undoubtedly occurs. Furthermore, the total inventories of the UK soils are in close

agreement wh existing evidence regarding total fallout amounts (cf. Cawse & Horrill,

1986). These profile characteristics support the assumption that in most

environments mineral soils have the capacity to adsorb and immobilize fallout 37CS.

It must, however, be accepted that recent studies of the fate of Chernobyl fallout
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have indicated that acid organic soils in some upland locations may be characterized

by slower and weaker fixing of radiocaesium, particularly at the high oncentrations

found in Chernobyl fallout, and that, in such crcumstances a significant proportion of

the fallout input may be transported beyond the initial point of receipt.
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Figure 25 Examples of typical 137CS profiles from undisturbed locations.

2.5 Sediment-associated redistribution of caesium-137

A critical assumption of the 37Cs technique is that after the inftial fixing of fallout

within the upper horizons of the soil, all subsequent redistribution of radiocaesium will

take place in association with the movement of soil and sediment particles. Some of

the earliest studies of 137Cs mobility provided evidence to support this proposition.

Rogowski & Tamura (1 970) observed that 99 of the loss of 137Cs from a bare

Captina soil plot in Tennessee, USA, could be attributed to soil erosion. Evans 

Dekker 1966) examined nine different Canadian soils, and found that only
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0. 1 3±0.3% of the total 137CS was water soluble. These findings are supported by the

field evidence discussed in the previous section. Both the close equivalence between

the 137CS inventories from undisturbed locations and independent assessments of

atmospheric deposition, and the evidence of the profile distributions support the

proposftion of insignificant loss of 137CS in the absence of erosion.
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Figure 26 Redistribution of 137CS in agricultural environments, illustrated by a

schematic representation of the agricultural landscape and examples

of typical measured 137CS profiles associated with cultivated soils:

(a)-(d): stable or eroding sites; (e)-(i): aggrading sites.
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2.5.1 Field evidence

Further indirect evidence of the close relationship between the movement of 137CS

and soil particles is afforded by profile distributions from ultivated sites. In the

absence of significant vertical or lateral translocation of 137CS, R would be expected

that the majority of the 137CS found in cultivated soils would be evenly distributed

throughout the plough layer and that stable, eroding and aggrading sites would be

clearly distinguishable, as shown schematically in Figure 2.6a. At eroding sites, loss

of 37Cs labelled soil from the surface will lead to depletion of the inventory and

reduction of radiocaesium concentrations in the plough layer by incorporating

radiocaesium-deficient soil, derived from below the original plough depth. In contrast,

at aggrading sites addition of 137Cs labelled soil at the surface will lead to an increase

in the inventory and burial of caesium-bearing soil below the plough depth. Over an

extended period of time, this would lead to the formation of a stretched profile, with

elevated levels of 137CS occurring well below the maximum depth of ploughing. In

contrast, if lateral translocation of 137Cs had occurred in the absence of sediment

redistribution, receiving stes would be characterized by increased 137CS inventories

with no extension of the depth distribution. AR of the 137Cs profile distributions from

cultivated sites investigated by the ahors are onsistent with sediment-associated

transport of radiocaesium and the absence of significant lateral redistribution not

associated with sediment movement. Figure 2.6b provides examples of profile

distributions representative of cultivated ses on a range of soil types in the UK and

of environmental conditions worldwide which support this proposibon.

2.6 Use of Caesium-137 Measurements in Erosion Assessment

Sections 21 to 25 have provided an overview of the basis of the 37CS technique and

have presented evidence to support the fundamental assumptions underlying the

technique, ie: (a) that the distribution of total atmospheric fallout of weapons test

137Cs may be considered uniform; (b) that the deposited 137CS is rapidly and strongly

adsorbed by mineral soils; and (c) that subsequent redistribution of 137CS only takes

place in association with soil erosion and deposition. If the validity of these

assumptions is accepted then it is clear that 137Cs redistribution will mirror soil

redistribution and that 137CS measurements may be used in erosion assessment. The

five key stages involved in the use of 137CS measurements in erosion assessment

may be defined as follows:
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i Establishment of a reference fallout inventory for the study site representing the

present inventory equivalent to the total fallout received at an undisturbed se

experiencing no erosion.

ii Measurement of the current spatial distribution of 137Cs inventories at the study

site.

iii Evaluation of the pattern of 137Cs redistribution at the study site.

Iv Development of a 'calibration' relationship between 137CS loss and gain and

rates of soil erosion and deposition.

v Use of the calibration procedure to identify the spatial distribution of soil erosion

and aggradation at the study site and to estimate the rates involved.

Each of these key stages Y411 be discussed in the following sections. However, before

progressing to the discussion it is important to define two terms used in the

discussion.

137Cs activity - The amount of 137CS present in the soil per unit mass (usually

expressed in mBq g-1 or B kg-').

137CS inventory - The amount of 137Cs present in the entire soil profile per unit

surface area (usually expressed in mBq CM-2 or B M-2).

2.7 Establishment of a Reference Inventory

Identification of areas of 137CS loss and gain, and therefore erosion and deposition,

presupposes that the total amount of 137Cs received at the study site from the

atmosphere (ie the reference inventory) is known. It is, therefore, essential to

establish the reference inventory ith great care. As relevant fallout data are rarely
available, it is usual to identify the total input by measuring the 37CS inventory in soil

samples collected from sites which are known to have suffered no erosion or

disturbance during the period since the onset of 137Cs deposition. These sites are

assumed to have received a full omplement of atmospheric fallout and to have lost

no 137Cs by erosion or leaching - the only loss Of 137CS will be by radioactive decay.

The 137CS inventory at these locations, therefore, represents the aumulated
atmospheric input per unit surface area, adjusted for radioactive decay. Because this
inventory forms the basis for the identification of 137CS loss and gain, it is termed the
reference inventory. The selection of sites for collection of reference inventories is
discussed in section 32.
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2.8 Measurement of the Spatial Distribution of Caesium-137

In order to define the spatial distribution of 37CS inventories at the study se in
response to soil redistribution, t is necessary to ollect and analyze whole soil profile
samples using the methods olined in chapter 3 The sampling framework and
density will be defined by both the availability of field and analytical resources and by
the required spatial resolution. The basis for sampling decisions and the design of
sampling frameworks is discussed in section 33. The essence of the approach is the
collection of a series of whole soil profiles from selected sampling points whin the
field under investigation. The 137Cs inventory is measured for each sample to provide
a series of point inventories for the study field. These point inventories may then be
plotted to illustrate the spatial distributionof 137CS (Figure 27).

2.9 Identification of Caesium-137 Redistribution

Having established the spatial distribution of 137Cs, identification of 137CS

redistribution is achieved by comparison of the measured point inventories with the
reference inventory. The extent of deviation from the reference inventory is quantified
by calculation of the 137GSpercentage residual, as follows:

CPR - (CPI - CRI)-100)/CRI

Where: CPR- 137CSpercentage residual
CP - 137CS point inventory
CRI - 137Cs reference inventory

Negative residuals are indicative of 137CS loss and positive residuals of 137Cs gain,
and the pattern of 137CS loss and gain will broadly reflect the pattern of soil erosion
and aggradation, respectively (see section 210 and Chapter 4 Use of percentage
residuals allows comparison of the degree of 137Cs redistribution between sites which
are characterized by different reference inventories (Figure 2 8).
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Figure 27 The spatial distributionof 137CS over a field at Ha Sofonia, Lesotho

(a); and along a transect down a terrace at Yanting, Sichuan

Province, China (b).
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2.1 0 Development of 'Calibration' Procedures

Use of caesium-137 measurements to estimate rates of soil loss and aggradation is

commonly based on the assumption that a reliable relationship can be established

between the degree of increase or depletion of the soil 137CS inventory relative to the

reference inventory and the total depth of soil loss or aggradation. The uncertainties

surrounding this assumption and the inconsistencies introduced by past practice

have recently been reviewed (Walling uine, I 990), and there is clearly a need for

further aempts to make use of long-term erosion plot data in validating and

developing empirical calibration relationships (cf. Elliott et aL, 1990; McIntyre et a,

1991) and in refinement of theoretical accounting procedures (cf. uine, 1989), for

example by incorporating the particle size selectivity of erosion and deposition

processes. Two broad groups of approaches have been used to develop calibration

procedures:

i Empirical relationships

ii Theoretical models

Empirical relationships are commonly based upon erosion rates measured on

experimental plots and 137CS inventories of soil samples collected from the same

plots. Despite the apparent appeal of this method, its value is constrained by a

number of problems. Firstly, such empirical relationships may only be applied to

situations in which the plot conditions, especially soil type and plough depth, are

replicated. However, long-term (more than 35 years) erosion plot data are rarely

available for the site of interest. Secondly, the resultant empirical relationships are

time specific and are only valid for the period for which they are calculated, because

the relationship between 137CS loss and soil loss changes through time. Finally, the

empirical relationships are based on the assumption that 137Cs redistribution is solely

attributable to water erosion, which is demonstrably not the case (see Chapters 

7).

In view of the limitations of empirical relationships cited above, the authors have

favoured the use of a theoretical model or accounting procedure to simulate the

effect of all processes of soil and 137Cs redistribution. This model is used to predict

137CS inventories of soil profiles subject to varying rates of erosion and aggradation

and the resultant predictions are used to produce site-specific calibration

relationships (eg Figure 29). This method is described in greater detail in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.9 Examples of site-specific calibration curves for estimating rates of

erosion (a) and aggradation (b) from 137CS measurements. The

curves were derived using the simulation approach employed by the

authors.
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2.11 Estimation of Erosion and Aggradation Rates

Using calibration relationships, derived either empirically or theoretically, it is possible

to obtain point estimates of erosion or aggradation rates for each of the measured

137Cs residuals. These soil redistribution data may be used in two ways, viz:

i Direct plotting to display the spatial distribution of erosion and aggradation.

ii Integration of the point data to obtain area] estimates of soil redistribution.

Direct plotting of area] data may be facilitated by application of interpolation and

graphics software, such as the UNIRAS package (Figure 210).
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Figure 21 The spatial pattern of soil redistribution rates superimposed over an

isometric projection of the field topography for a site at Ha Sol'onia,

Lesotho. Interpolation and graphics using UNIRAS.

Integration of point data must be undertaken using the recorded sample location

data. This is illustrated by a simple example of a linear transect:
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Transect Divance: 0 2 5 10 15 18 20

Boundary- Upper Lower

Sample no: 1 2 3 4 5

Erosion Rate: 0.5 1.5 4.0 -1.0 -5.0
(kg M2 yar-'.)

If a simple arithmetic mean is used to estimate the net erosion rate from this transect

the value obtained is 0.0 kg M-2 year'. However, this gives equal importance to each

slope segment, despite the different lengths. If the data are integrated along the

transact the estimated rate is 031 kg M-2 year' (i.e. 05*3.5 15*4.0 40*5.0 -

1.0*4.0 - 50*3.5)/20).

In addition to giving access to net erosion rates (NE), integration of the point data

allows the calculation of other measures of erosion, eg.

Area subject to erosion (EA)

Area subject to aggradation (AA)

Total amount of erosion (TE)

Total amount of aggradation (TA)

Mean erosion rate (ME TE/EA)

Gross erosion rate (GE - TE/total area)

Mean aggradation rate (MA - TA/EA)

Gross aggradation rate (GA = TA/total area)

Sediment delivery ratio (NE/GE)

2.12 Summary

This chapter has defined the theoretical background to the use of 137CS

measurements in the assessment of erosion, which is centred around the soil-

associated redistribution of the globally distributed 137CS fallout from the nuclear

weapons test undertaken during the third quarter of the 20th Century. Subsequent

sections have described the procedures involved in the collection of samples for

137Cs analysis, and introduced the subject of 'calibration' (ie the estimation of erosion

and aggradation rates from 137CS measurements). The following chapter will address

the subject of sample collection and analysis in greater detail while chapter 4 will

outline the calibration methodology employed by the authors.
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Chapter 3

Sample Collection, Preparation and Analysis

The previous chapter has provided an overview of the theoretical basis of the 17Cs

technique, and the essential stages in its application. This chapter will focus on the

practicalities of using 137CS in erosion studies, examining the procedures for sample

collection, preparation and analysis, and the equipment required. The chapter

concludes with an outline assessment of the timescale involved in undertaking an

erosion survey using 137CS.

3.1 Sample Collection

As is clear from Chapter 2 the use of 137CS in erosion assessment is heavily

dependent upon comparison of 137CS inventories, which are defined as the total 137CS

content of the soil profile per unit area (section 26). Samples ollected for

comparison of inventories must, therefore, have the following characteristics:

i Known surface area

ii Sufficient depth to include all 137CS present in the soil profile

3.1.1 Sample Collection Methods.

Two principal methods of sample collection are commonly used:

i Bulk sampling

ii Incremental sampling

When the only data required are 137CS inventories, bulk samples are collected which

contain a whole soil profile to a sufficient depth to include all 37CS present. In order

to ensure that this has been achieved, the bottom 2cm of each profile may be

separated and analysed to demonstrate that it contains no 137CS.
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When information is required concerning the depth distribution of 137Cs activity,

incremental samples are ollected, commonly at or 2 cm intervals. In this case

analysis is initiated with the uppermost sample, and is ontinued until samples

analyzed are found to ontain no 137Cs.

Whether the samples are bulk or incremental, is important that they are ollected

from either a vertical profile or from one perpendicular to the ground surface. If a

vertical profile is ollected the horizontal surface area of the sample (HSA) is equal to

the cross-sectional area of the sampling device (CSA). However, if a perpendicular

profile is collected, the horizontal surface area must be calculated as follows:

HSA - CSA * Cos 

Where: 0 - the slope angle at the sampled point

Although the vertical profile obviates the need for surface area correction, a greater

sampling depth is required to ensure that all of the 37CS is included in the sampled

profile (Figure 31 a). If the maximum depth at which 137CS is found is DMAX then a

sampling depth of D. will suffice for a perpendicular profile. However, a sampling

depth of (Dm,�Cos 0) is required for a vertical profile. On steep slopes in particular it

is therefore advisable to use a perpendicular profile (Figure 3.1b). Furthermore, it is

usually easier to correctly align a sampling device perpendicular to the surface, than

vertically.

3.1.2 Sample Collection Equipment

Bulk samples are ommonly collected using a parallel-sided core tube of known

cross-sectional area (the tube used by authors has a cross-sectional area of ca. 38

cm2), which is inserted into the ground to a depth well below the lower limit of the

137Cs distribution. In order to facilitate sample extrusion from the core tube, the

cutting edge of the tube should have a smaller internal diameter than the tube itself

(Figure 3.2a). The core tube may be driven into the ground manually or mechanically.

The latter method has advantages especially when oring hard soil. However, the

equipment used by the ahors which includes an adapted petrol driven pneumatic

rock-breaker (Figure 3.2b) may be prohibitively expensive in some cases (ca. 

3,500).
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Figure 31 The influence of the alignment of the sampling profile on the
minimum required depth of sampling (a); and (b) the required

minimum depth of sampling for vertical and perpendicular profiles,

where the maximum depth at which 137CS is found is 50 cm.
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Main Body
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i hickened
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ca. 3 crn
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2 Sampling collection equipment: (a) cutting edge on base of core

tube; (b) petrol driven pneumatic rock-breaker with custom-made

coring heads and core tubes; (c) 'scraper-plate' used for the

collection of depth incremental samples.
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The collection of incremental samples involves the use of either a 'scraper-plate' (cf.

Campbell et aL, 1988), or a large diameter core tube (eg 10 CM2 cross-sectional

area). If a core tube is used ft is essential that either the core can be extracted from

the tube intact to allow sub-division, or that the tube can be separated into two

longitudinal sections to allow aooess to the sample. The 'scraperoate' (Figure 3.2c)

consists of a rectangular metal frame of known internal area and a plate with

attached ctting edge. The metal frame is inserted into the soil to define the sampling

area and the cutting edge is dragged across the sampled area, at a depth controlled

by the position of a bar across the plate. By incrementally lowering the cutting edge

(raising the bar on the plate), a series of samples of known depth limits and surface

area may be ollected.

3.2 Sampling Reference Sites

The sites selected for the ollection of samples for reference inventory determination

are commonly termed reference sites, and are clearly of vital importance (section

2.7). Ideal sites have the following characteristics:

i Proximity to the study site.

ii Same altitude as the study site.

iii No disturbance since 1953.

iv No soil erosion or deposition since 1953.

v Minimal slope angle.

vi Full vegetation cover all year.

vii Grass or similar vegetation.

Although these stringent conditions are often difficult to meet in full, particularly in

areas of high population density (iii & iv) and in ad and semi-arid zones (vi), it is

crucial that suitable ses are selected.

Proximity to the study se is cleady important in order to make valid comparison

between reference inventories and those measured at the study ste. Atitudinal

comparability is important as orographic variation in total precipitation may have a

significant impact on total amounts of 137CS fallout (section 23.1).

It is important that closed canopy woodland ses are not selected as marked local

variability in 137Cs distribution may be expected due to spatially variable sernflow and

throughfall inputs. These factors may also be relevant in areas of shrubby vegetation.
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Furthermore, areas in the immediate proximity of roads and tracks should be

avoided, because sediment washed from these may lead to an increase in the local

137Cs Inventory.

It Is desirable to ollect samples from a number of different reference locations so

that unforeseen problems may be Identified by comparing results. This is particularly

Important if the only available reference ses dearly do not fulfill all of the listed

criteria A minimum of ca.10 whole core samples should be collected from each

reference site, and at least I depth incremental sample sequence. The information

gained regarding the depth distribution of 137Cs may allow identification of site

disturbance. Figure 33 shows two typical 137Cs depth distributions from undisturbed

reference locations (a and b), and two depth distributions from sites which were

initially thought to be appropriate as reference locations (c and d) but on the basis of

the profile evidence can be seen to have been disturbed. In the case of profile c there

is clear evidence in the uniform depth distribution of 137CS that the site has been

cultivated in the past. In profile d the presence of peak 137CS at a depth of cm below

Soil Of JOW 137CS content suggests that the ground surface has been buried, during

the last 30 years, by sediment of unknown 37CS ontent. Use of reference

inventories established at either st c or d would lead to erroneous identification of

137Cs loss and gain.

Caesium-137
(Meq V)

0 25 50 0 25 50 0 25 50 0 25 50
0 0 0 0

5 5 5 5

10 10 10 10

CD

15 15 15 15

20 20 20 20

25, (a) 25 (b) 25 (C) 25 (d)

30 30.

Figure 33 Depth incremental profiles from sites which appeared suitable for the

collection of reference samples; (a) and (b) from undisturbed sites;

(c) from a previously cultivated se; (d) from a disturbed site.
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3.10 Sampling Study Sites

The objective of sampling at the study site is quite different from that at the reference

site. At the reference site the aim is to identify a single value, the reference inventory.

In contrast at the study ste the aim is to identify the crrent spatial distribution of

137Cs resulting from soil redistribution over the period since the initiation of fallout.

The sampling strategy must therefore take into account:

I Micro-scale spatial variation in 137CS inventories

ii Spatial variation in soil redistribution processes

Due to the mixing effect of more than 30 years of tillage, micro-scale spatial variation

is commonly minimal on cultivated sites (c.±4%), and sample points are therefore

generally represented by a single ore. At uncultivated sites there is greater potential

for local variation, especially where the vegetation over is eher discontinuous or

non-uniform. At such sites it is advisable to collect multiple cores from individual

sample points. These may be analyzed separately or bulked to provide a single

sample.

However, in most cases the dominant control on the definition of an appropriate

sampling strategy is the need to collect representative samples which reflect the

spatial variation in soil redistribution processes. In order to address this problem two

sampling frameworks are commonly used, namely the individual slope transect and

the grid. These frameworks are evaluated in the following 2 sub-sections.

3.3.1 Individual slope transacts

Where resources are limited and the sampled fields are characterized by simple

topography, as in the case of most terraces and contour strips, individual slope

transacts may be appropriate. The viability of the approach relies on the assumption

of lateral uniformity in 137Cs distributions along parallel transacts. This is illustrated in

Figure 34 for a ribbon terrace near Xifeng on the Loess Plateau, China.

The transacts are generally best aligned along the axis of greatest slope, and consist

of a sequence of samples, from the upslope to the downslope boundary. The number

of samples along the transect will be defined, lo a large extent, by the downslope

length of the studied field. However, even on the shortest fields, a minimum of three

samples will be required, because i is important to establish the 137CS inventories

close to the upslope and downslope boundaries, in addition lo the main body of the
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field. The upslope boundary Ml often be the area subject to the greatest loss of 137Cs

due to tillage displacement, and sediment deposition will be oncentrated at the

downslope boundary.

Topography

(Scm Intervals)
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Figure 34 Uniformity in 137Cs distributions along slope transacts on a terraced

field near Meng (Gansu Province, China). (a) Field topography and

location of transacts; (b) downslope distribution of 137Cs along

parallel transacts.
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Figure 35 illustrates the variation in 137CS inventories along downslope transacts on

two adjacent terraces. On terrace A soil redistribution is dominated by tillage and on

terrace by a ombination of water erosion and tillage (cf Chapters 7 Although

only four samples were collected along the transect on terrace A, these are sufficient

to define the spatial distribution of 137CS. However, the more complex patter on

terrace can only be defined by a larger number of samples. Furthermore, failure to

sample the area close to either the upslope or downslope boundary could lead to

significant errors in the calculation 137Cs export and therefore net rates of soil

erosion.
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Figure 35 Downslope variation in 137CS inventories along transacts from two

contrasting fields.

3.3.2 Grid frameworks

At study sites where the topography is more complex (eg Figure 36) it will not be

possible to define effectively the spatial distribution of 137CS, and therefore the pattern

of soil redistribution, on the basis of individual transacts. In such cases, i will be

necessary to collect samples on a grid framework consisting of numerous transacts

across the study field.
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The sampling density will in part be defined by resource availability. However, as in

the case of individual transacts a minimum density is required which will be defined

by the complexity of the relief and the need to identify 137Cs distributions in boundary

zones. Figure 3.6b shows the very limited extent of the depositional area within the

study field, but this is an area of significant 137Cs and sediment storage and failure to

sample and define it would lead to a serious overestimate of 37Cs and sediment

export.
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Figure 36 Use of grid sampling on a field with non-uniform topography, near Ha

Sofonia, Lesotho. (a) Field topography and sampling locations; (b)

distribution of 137CS inventories in excess of the local reference

inventory.

3.3.3 Field Recording

Whichever sampling framework is employed ft is important to record accurately the

location and elevation of the sampled points and the field boundaries, as these data

are essential for both graphical representation (Figure 21 0) and process-based

interpretation (Chapters 7 of the data.
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3.4 Definition of an Optimum Sampling Strategy

Although the specification of an optimum sampling strategy will be dependent upon

the aim of the investigation and the environment under study, a general otline may

be identified, viz:

I Selection and sampling of reference sites.

Each site - profile of depth incremental samples

- several whole core samples

ii Selection and sampling of one or two typical fields for detailed study.

Each field - detailed grid of whole core samples

- 2 profiles of depth incremental samples

(1 eroding site & 1 depositional site)

iii Selection and sampling of several fields, representadve of the range of

topographic characteristics seen in the area to be used as a basis for data

extrapolation.

Each field - or 2 representative transepts of whole core

samples

As has been made clear selection and sampling of reference sites is of crucial

importance and significant investment is required to obtain valid reference data.

The detailed field studies will provide both an indication of the dominant processes of

soil redistribution, and also the degree of inter-transect variability which may be

expected. Furthermore, where topography is complex, the results of the detailed

study will provide the basis for interpretation of lower density transect sampling of

other fields.
Use of transect sampling over a wide range of fields allows assessment of the

representativeness of the fields subject to detailed investigation and may form the

basis for extrapolating results over a wider area.

An estimate of the numbers of samples which may be involved is provided:

Cores Incremental samples

i Each reference site 1 0 1 5

ii Detailed field sampling 100 40

iii Low-density transect sampling 150 0

Totals 260 55
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3.5 Sample Preparation

The preparation of soil samples for 137Cs analysis involves the following stages:

I Each sample is lightly disaggregated and then air-dried.

II The weight of the whole air-dried sample is recorded (TW).

III The sample is lightly ground, and the factions greater and less than 2mm are

separated and weighed, CW and FW, respectively. This is a very important

stage and must be undertaken with care. Although only light grinding is required

it is Important to disaggregate mineral and organic concretions and any porous

materials.

iv The sum weight of the fractions (CW + FW) is ompared with the total sample

weight (TW). If the grinding has been undertaken with care any discrepancy in

weight will be due to winnowing and airborne loss of fine fraction. The corrected

fine fraction weight (CFM can therefore be calculated by subtracting the coarse

fraction weight from the total sample weight (TW-CW).

v A representative sub-sample of 100-12OOg of the fine fraction is submitted for

analysis.

Analyses of soil samples for 137Cs are commonly carried out on samples weighing

between 100 g and 12 kg (the effect of sample size on precision and count times is

discussed in section 37). However, if the analytical facility is a large distance from

the sample collection and preparation site the weight of sub-samples submitted for

analysis may be defined by a compromise between analytical efficiency and cost of
transport.
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3.6 Sample Analysis

Analysis of soil samples for 37Cs is undertaken by gamma spectrometry. The next

two sub-sections describe the equipment required and the analytical procedure.

3.6.1 Equipment Required

Figure 37 shows the main omponents of the gamma spectrometry equipment. The

detector tself Is powered by a high voltage power supply and requires liquid nitrogen

to maintain the orrect operating temperature. The detector is surrounded by lead

shielding to exclude cosmogenic and other background radiation. The detected

gamma emmisions produce an electrical signal In the detector which is transmitted to

the multi-channel analyzer, where the spectrum of electrical signals is recorded.

Different radionuclides induce electrical signals of different voltages, and can

therefore be recognized by the presence of peaks in the voltage spectrum. Caesium-

137 is represented by a peak on the spectrum oentred at 662 keV.

The approximate ost of the equipment (1 993) is:

High purity coaxial germanium detector 30% eff iciency) V_ 16 000

Lead shielding 3 00

NIM bin, high voltage power source amplifier 2 00

Multi-channel analyzer - custom made or pc based C 8 000

Total E 30 000

Most multi-channel analyzers can suppor 4 detectors, so the cost of commissioning

additional detectors is lower:

Number of detectors Total cost of equipment

I 2 30 000

2 P 52 000

3 E 74 000

4 2 96 000

After initial equipment purchase the major running cost is the purchase of liquid

nitrogen for detector cooling. This is typically consumed at a rate of c.2 I per day.
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Figure 37 Equipment used in the analysis of soil samples for 137Cs by gamma

spectrometry: (a) sample in a Marinelli beaker being placed on a

detector (inside lead shielding), multi-channel analyzer with 137CS

spectrum in foreground; (b) arrangement of Marinelli beaker on

detector, minimizing sample distance from the detector.
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3.6.2 Analytical Procedure

The analytical procedure is very simple and can be surnmarised as follows:

i A sub-sample of the fine fraction is weighed (SSW) into a re-entrant or Marinelli

beaker (a special design of plastic beaker for gamma spectrometry which holds

samples in a fixed geometry, ie relationship wh the detector, Figure 3.7a).

ii The Marinelli beaker is placed on the detector (eg oaxial germanium) and the

gamma emissions are counted. Count times will reflect the analytical precision

required, the detector efficiency, and the sample activity. They are ommonly of

the order of 29000 to 55000s (e c. 8 & 15 hours).

iii The area (AP) of the peak in the spectrum associated with 137CS 662 kev is

recorded, in addition to the count time in seconds (t), and the date of analysis.

The recorded information may then be used to calculate the required 137Cs data. The

total uncorrected 137CS content of the sub-sample (UCSS) is calculated from the peak

area (AP), the count time and a measure of detector efficiency:

UCSS = AP-10-5)/(T-DE)

Where: UCSS = uncorrected 137CS content of the sub-sample (mBq)

DE -ameasureofthedetectorefficiency.

T - count time (s)

The detector efficiency (DE) is derived by analysis of standard samples of known

activity and which have the same mass and geometry as the samples under

investigation. The uncorrected 137CS ontent of the sub-sample should be corrected

for radioactive decay to the corrected 137CS content of the sub-sample CCSS) at the

time of sample collection:

CCSS = UCSS ell

k - (In(2))/t.

Where: CCSS = (corrected) 137CS content of the sub-sample (mBq)

k = radioactive decay constant

t. = half-life of 137CS 30.17 years)

t = time from sampling to analysis (years)
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It is important that the avities of all samples which are to be compared are

corrected to the same date, as the time taken to complete the analysis (section 38)

would otherwise introduce spurious variations in the 137Cs activities between the

samples analysed on different dates.

The total corrected 137Cs ontent of the sub-sample (CCSS) is used to calculate the

137Cs activity (CASS) of the sub-sample:

CASS - CCSS/SSW

Where: CASS - 7Cs activity of the sub-sample (mBq g-1)

CCSS - 137CS content of the sub-sample (mBq)

SSW- weight of the sub-sample (g)

The 137Cs activity of the representative sub-sample (CASS) is assumed to be equal

to the 137Cs activity of the whole of the sample fine fraction (the coarse fraction

should contain no 137CS). The 137Cs activity of the sub-sample (CASS) can, therefore,

be used to calculate the 137CS inventory of the whole sample:

CIS - (CASS - CFW)/HSA

Where: CIS - 137CS inventory of the sample (mBq CM-2)

CFW- the corrected weight of the fine 2mm) fraction of the

sample

HSA = horizontal surface area of the sample.

As gamma spectrometry is a non-destructive technique, samples collected for 137CS

analysis may be subsequently used in other analytical procedures.
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3.7 Analytical Precision

As is apparent from section 36.2 the calculation of 137Cs activity is based upon the

area of the appropriate peak in the spectrum. The size of this peak determines the

analytical precision. The percent error of the peak area is calculated as follows:

PE - SQRT(AP))/AP)-K

Where: PE - percent error of the peak area

AP - peak area

K - constant (1 65 at 90% confidence level; 196 at 95 %)

The peak area is determined by the count time, the detector efficiency, and activity

and mass of the sub-sample:

AP - T--DE-SSW-CASS)/10-5

Where: AP = peak area

DE - a measure of the detector efficiency.

SSW= weight of the sub-sample (g)
CASS = 7Cs activity of the sample (mBq g-1)

Therefore, for a particular detector, the analytical precision of measurements is

largely dependent upon the weight and activity of the sub-sample and the count time.

The influence of sample weight is illustrated in Figure 38a, for which a fixed sample

activity and count time have been assumed. This clearly demonstrates the significant

improvement in precision with increased sample mass up to 250g and the smaller

improvement with further increase in sample mass.

However, the sample activity is also of crucial importance and Figure 3.8b illustrates

the relationship between required count times and sample activity for specified levels

of precision and sample mass. The sample activity has been expressed in terms of

the total inventory (assuming a 40 cm ore and a bulk density of 13 cm-3), because

this will provide an indication of necessary count times based on an estimate of the

local reference inventory. However, it should be noted that the detector used in the

example is of relatively high efficiency, and lower efficiency detectors will require

longer count times (for example a 5% efficient detector would require a count time

ca. 60% longer to obtain the same precision).
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Figure 3.8 Controls on analytical precision: (a) the influence of sample weight

on the percent error of the peak area, assuming constant sample

activity per unit mass and constant count time 95% confidence

limits); (b) the relationship between required count time (for specified

acceptable percent error of peak area, at 95% confidence limits) and

total 137CS inventory (assuming a 40cm core and bulk density of 1.3

g CM-3).
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It is, therefore, possible to define optimum ount times, and optimum total ounts for

samples based upon required levels of analytical precision. However, the

implementation of analytical strategies based upon such optimum onditions is

constrained by the need to change the samples on the detectors manually. The

range of potential count times is, therefore, limited by the times at which sample

changes can be undertaken. It is common for two analyses to be performed per day

on each detector, one for ca.8 hours and one for ca. 6 hours. The implications for the

relationship between sample size, activity and precision are summarized in Table 3.1.

Table 31. Minimum 137CS inventories (mBq CM-2) for combinations of count

times, sample weights and precision. 95% confidence limits).

1 0% error 5% error

250g sample 850g sample

Count Time:

8 hours 150 250

16 hours 75 125
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3.8 Timescales for an Investigation

On the basis of the foregoing discussion of sample collection and analysis it is

possible to provide a guideline estimate for the timescale involved in undertaking a

soil erosion investigation using aesium-137.

AssumMions:

Detector efficiency - 27.5%

Local Reference inventory - 250 mBq CM-2

Acceptable precision 95% CL - 5 %

Sample size - 850g

Timescale:

Acdvity Time involved

Sample collection

315 samples (section 34) 2 weeks

Sample preparation 2 months

Sample analysis (I detector) 5.5 months

Total 8 months

The following chapters will focus on the further analysis of the 137Cs data to provide

erosion rate information. Clearly, the timescale above does not take account of this

further data analysis, nor does account for delay in sample transport between

sample site, preparation site and measurement laboratory.
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Chapter 4

Estimation of Erosion Rates from Caeslum-137 Data

4.1 Introduction

The procedures commonly adopted in the estimation of erosion rates from 137CS

data, often termed calibration, were discussed briefly in section 210. The limitations
of many of the ommonly used approaches were alluded to and they are discussed
more fully elsewhere (Walling uine, 1990). The existing approaches may be
divided into two broad groups:

i Empirical relationships
ii Theoretical models and accounting procedures

4.1.1 Use ot empirical relationships

A range of empirical relationships have been used which attempt to relate measured
137CS loss to rates of soil loss which have been derived either using direct plot
measurements, or by applying the Universal Soil Loss Equation (Ritchie and
McHenry, 1975; Campbell et al., 1986; Loughran et al., 1988). The derived
relationship is typically expressed as follows:

Y - a*Xb

Where: Y - otalsoilloss
X - oss Of 1.37CS

a & b are onstants

There are three important limitations of this approach. Firstly, the equation contains
no time component and therefore, because the relationship between soil loss and
radionuclide loss is time dependent, the equation is time-specific to the date of
sample collection. Furthermore, some equations are flawed in their development
because they use radionuclide measurements taken at different times.
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The second problem ith empirical relationships arises because the relationship

between soil loss and radionuclide loss is heavily dependent upon local conditions, in

particular the plough depth. Therefore, where data from only one site are used in the

development of the relationship, the resultant equation is site specific to the location.

Where data from several sites are combined the equation ill be flawed unless soil

and management onditions are identical at each ste.

The third problem arises when empirical relationships are used to derive point

estimates of soil erosion. Because the relationship is based upon the comparison of

radionuclide loss wh net rates of soil erosion representing eher measurements

from erosion plots or estimates for entire fields, the equations can only be applied lo

calculation of equivalent spatially averaged data.

4.1.2 Theoretical models and accounting procedures

The simplest amd most widely used theoretical model is the proportional method (de

Jong et aL 1983 Mchell et aL, 980; Martz and de Jong, 1987; Kachanoski, 1987;

Fredericks and Perrens, 1988). In its basic form the relationship can be summarized

as follows:

Y = *r*c*X/t

Where: Y = total soil loss
X - loss Of 37CS

p - plough depth

r - bulk density

c - unit-dependent constant

The approach has two significant advantages over the empidcal methods. Firstly, the

incorporation of a time component and, secondly, the use of local plough depth and

bulk density. These advantages allow the method to be used over a wide range of

conditions and time-scales, and to be used in the derivation of point data.

However, the method has one serious drawback, which is shared with most other

theoretical approaches, that is the failure to account for loss of 137CS with eroding soil

prior to mixing of the radionuclide within the plough layer.

During the period of atmospheric deposftion of 137CS' the radionuclide would have

been concentrated at the soil surface during the interval between ploughing events.

Therefore, any soil eroded from the se during this period would result in a much
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higher loss of 137CS than would be predicted by the proportional approach and other

methods which fail to take account of this phenomenon.

The remainder of this chapter ill describe the mass-balance model of 37CS

deposition and transport wh soil which has been developed by the authors. This

model attempts to identify the major controls upon 137Cs redistribution which operate

at the profile scale, and to acount for them in the simulation of the impact of erosion

and sedimentation on the distribution and ontent of 137CS in a soil profile.

4.2 Simulation of Caesium-137 Deposition and Redistribution

The simulation of 137Cs deposition and its redistribution on agricultural land in

association with soil is dependent upon recognition of the dominant processes of soil

and 137Cs redistribution and the impact of agricultural activities on these processes.

The main factors, processes and impacts are illustrated in Figure 41. Effective

simulation of 137Cs redistribution must take account of all of these processes, in

particular the most important processes of soil redistribution, namely tillage and water

erosion. The simplest approach employed by the authors is based on simulation at

the soil profile scale.

4.2.1 Outline of the Profile Model for Cultivated Land

The profile model for cultivated land simulates the impact of a range of soil erosion

and aggradation rates, and processes upon the 137CS inventory of a cultivated soil

profile. The soil profile has the following characteristics:

i A fixed surface area (in this discussion M2 is used)

ii A plough layer

iii A sub-plough layer
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Figure 41 Diagramatic representation of the factors, processes and impacts

which influence soil and 137Cs redistribution on agricultural fields.
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Chapter 4 - Calibration

The profile is represented by the following stores:

I The mass of the plough layer

2 The 137CS inventory of the plough layer

3 The mass of the sub-plough layer

4 The 137CS inventory of the sub-plough layer

5 The fallout input of 137Cs

6 The mass of sediment eroded or aggraded by water

7 The 137CS ontent of 6)

Mass and 137Cs are moved between stores to simulate the impact of specified rates

of erosion and aggradation by water and tillage (Figure 42). The input parameters

include plough depth and bulk density which are used to calculate (1) above. Other

input parameters are discussed in detail in the following sections.

The model is operated on a time incremental basis as follows:

A Addition of fallout 137CS to profile

B Removal of existing and newly deposited 137Cs with water eroded sediment

or addition of 137CS with water aggraded sediment

C Mixing of 137CS throughout plough layer

D Removal or addition of 137CS through translocation by tillage

For the purposes of simulation, the most appropriate time increment for one iteration

is the period between tillage events, this is referred to as a tillage cycle, The

individual stages will be examined in detail in the following sections.
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Chapter 4 - Calibration

4.3 Fallout Inputs of Caesium-137

Fallout inputs of bomb-derived 137Cs were received at the soil surface over a period

of time in excess of 20 years, and the annual fallout inputs of 137CS showed marked

temporal variability (section 23). Both the extended period of time and the variability

of annual inputs should be taken into acount in any simulation. However, detailed

records of the annual fallout input of 137CS to a study se are rarely available. In order

to overcome this problem the authors use typical patterns of fallout inputs for the

northern and southern hemisphere (Figure 43) to predict the annual fallout inputs at

the study sites. This is justified in part by the similarity in the pattern of fallout inputs

between different locations in each hemisphere (Figure 4.3b), and also by sensitivity

analysis (section 413).

If there is more than one tillage cycle per year, the annual fallout input must be

divided between the cycles. Because the majority of fallout occurred as wet

deposition, the sub-division of the annual fallout between tillage cycles should be

based upon the proportions of the annual precipitation occurring in the cycles.

For tillage cycle 

C1 = a_(PPT�PPTJ

Where: Ca = 137Cs fallout during year (Bq M-2)

Ct = 137CS fallout during tillage cycle t (Bq M-2)

PPTS = total mean annual precipitation

PPTt = total mean precipitation during tillage cycle t

Deposition of fallout 137'Cs occurred with precipitation and would have continued

throughout each tillage cycle. In contrast, the incidence of erosion is typically

concentrated during a limited period (Figure 41). Consequently, some of the fallout

deposited during each tillage cycle may be expected to occur during the period

between cessation of erosion and tillage. Therefore, for the purposes of the

simulation each tillage cycle is divided into two phases, the erosion phase and the
stable phase, and the fallout is similarly divided into two omponents:

a The fraction which is subject to erosion prior to mixing by tillage.
b The fraction which is mixed by tillage prior to being subject to erosion.
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The input parameter PPTE defines the fraction of the precipitation, and therefore

fallout, which occurs during the erosion phase of a tillage cycle:

Cie = t PPTE

cts M I Cie

Where: C1 = 137Cs fallout during tillage cycle (Bq m-2)

CIO M 137Cs fallout during erosion phase of tillage cycle (Bq
M-2)

cts M 137CS fallout during stable phase of tillage cycle (Bq M-2)

Furthermore, it is clear that during the erosion phase, 37CS fallout and soil erosion

will take place simultaneously. Therefore, for the purposes of the simulation it is more

realistic to consider a number of periods of 37CS fallout, separated by erosion events,

during the erosion phase. For the sake of simplicity, and in the absence of empirical

data, the erosion events are assumed to be of equal magnitude, and to occur after

equal amounts of fallout. The controlling input parameter is, therefore, the number of

erosion events (NE).

For a single tillage cycle:

CtP = CaNE

Where: CtP - 137Cs fallout between each erosion event (Bq M-2)

Cte - 137CS fallout during erosion phase of tillage cycle (Bq
M-2)

NE = number of erosion events in tillage cycle

The subdivision of atmospheric fallout for the purposes of simulation is summarized

in Figure 44.

4.3.1 Differentiation of 'old' and 'new' caesium-1 37

When simulating 137CS loss from eroding profiles, is useful to make a distinction

between'old'and'new'137CS in the following way:
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'Old"37Cs - represents the 137Cs deposited in previous tillage cycles which is

present in the profile at the beginning of the current tillage cycle. This

137Cs is assumed to be mixed evenly throughout the plough layer.

'New' 137CS - represents the 37Cs deposited as fallout during the current tillage

cycle. This 137Cs accumulates at or close to the ground surface.

During the period after the bomb-derived fallout inputs ceased all of the 137CS present

in the plough layer can be defined as 'old' 137CS.

Total fallout during year
Ca

Fallout in tillage cycle t Fallout in tillage cycle r
Ct C1,

n ra
erosion phase:

Ne pha

Fallout Fallout
in in

erosion stable
phase phase

Cte CIS

fractions

t tP

Figure 4.4 The subdivision of atmospheric fallout for the purposes of simulation.
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4.4 Rill and Inter-rill Erosion

The amount of 37Cs removed from the profile in association with eroded soil will

clearly depend upon the 137Cs content of the surface soil and the nature of the

erosion process. It is assumed that the most important processes of soil and 37CS

erosion from the profile are inter-rill and rl erosion. Because the sediment produced

by these processes will be composed of differing proportions of surface material, it is

important to apportion the total annual erosion to these two processes before
attempting to simulate the impact of erosion on the 137CS content of the soil profile. In
order to do this it is necessary to establish a number of limits:

a The fraction of the area represented by the individual profile which is subject to
no erosion.

b The maximum rate of inter-rill erosion
c The relationship between rill cross-sectional area and rill width.

Even where elevated erosion rates are observed, i may be expected that a small
fraction of the area represented by the profile will be protected from erosion (eg by
crop or stone cover). The protected f and eroded (Q fractions are, therefore,
specified (where fe - W.
Within the fraction of the area subject to erosion (f.) the area is further subdivided
between rill and inter-rill erosion. In order to achieve this division, the maximum rate
of inter-rill erosion 1,ax) is first defined. If the specified total erosion rate for the tillage
cycle (E� is lower than the maximum rate of inter-rill erosion, then no rill erosion is
considered to have taken place and all surface erosion is attributed to inter-rill
erosion. However, if the total rate exceeds the maximum inter-rill rate, it is assumed
that the eroded area (f,) is subject to surface erosion at the maximum inter-rill rate,
and that part of the eroded area is subject to further rill incision which accounts for
the remaining erosion.
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If (Et<l,,ax) then

Sr Et
Rr M 0

Ir M Sr

Id M Jr/fa

Else

Sr M IMax

Rr = Et Sr

Sd M SJfa

Where: Et - total erosion during tillage cycle (cm)

Ir,= M maximum inter-rill erosion during cycle (cm)

Sr - surface erosion during tillage cycle (cm)

Sd = depth of surface erosion (cm)

Ir M inter-rill erosion during tillage cycle (cm)

Id M depth of inter-rill erosion (cm)

Rr - erosion due to rill incision during cycle (cm)

Having established the amount of rill incision i is necessary to predict the traction of

the area, represented by the profile under simulation, which is subject to illing. This

will depend upon the relationship between rill cross-sectional area and rill width. In

the absence a generally applicable relationship, the simulation uses relationships

based on detailed rill-survey data from a sile on the Loess Plateau in China, near

Ansai in Shaanxi Province:

RW - SORT(R,,,JO.36)

Rr M R 00

Therefore:

RW M SRT((R,'100)/0.36)

R1 =R W 0.36

Where: RW - rill width (cm)

Ri - depth of rill incision below depth of surface erosion

(cm)

Rxa = rill cross-sectional area (CM-2)
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The fraction of the area subject to rill incision can then be calculated:

fr - R,/100

Where: RW - rill vvidth (cm)

f, - fraction of the area subject to rill incision

Finally, the surface erosion component is apportioned to the inter-rill and rill erosion

components (Figure 45):

Initial apportionment.

Et M Rr Sr

Rr M i r

Sr = d fe

Final apportionment

Rd = R, + Sd

Re - Rd * fr

fi = f. fr

id = Sd

Ir = Id * fi

El = Re+ Jr

Where: Et = total erosion during tillage cycle (cm)

Sr - surface erosion during tillage cycle (cm)

Sd - depth of surface erosion (cm)

Rr = erosion due to rill incision during tillage cycle (cm)

Ri = depth of rill incision below surface erosion depth (cm)

Rd = total rill depth (cm)

Re = rill erosion during tillage cycle (cm)

fe = fraction of the area subject to erosion

fr = fraction of the area subject to rill erosion

fj = fraction of the area subject to inter-rill erosion

id = depth of inter-rill erosion (cm)

Jr - inter-rill erosion during tillage cycle (cm)
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4.4.1 Particle size selectivity of erosion processes

Bec;3use 137CS is known to be preferentially adsorbed by the fine fraction of mineral

sediment, is important to onsider the significance of particle size selectivity of

erosion processes. Rill erosion is generally considered to be aselective with regard to

particle size and, therefore, the 137CS content of sediment eroded by rills may be

represented by the 137CS content of the source sediment. In ontrast, there is

evidence for some preferential removal of fine sediment by inter-rill erosion (cf Gilley

& Gee, 1976). This may be compensated for by inclusion of an erosion selectivity

factor (EF) such that the 137CS content of inter-rill sediment is corrected as follows:

EF > 1.0

1CM M c EF

Where: Ics = 137CS content of inter-rill sediment - assuming no

particle size selectivity.

loan = 137Cs content of inter-rill sediment corrected for

particle size selectivity.

EF = Erosion selectivity factor

However, the value of an EF factor is questionable for 2 reasons. Firstly, definition of

an appropriate value of EF is problematic because particle size selectivity will vary

according to both the nature of the source material and the local slope (which will

influence the transport capacity of the inter-rill wash). Secondly, because neither rill

erosion nor tillage displacement is particle size selective, particle size selectivity will

only be of significance where erosion is dominated by inter-rill processes. Under such

circumstances the impact of the introduction of an EF factor would be minimal and

the uncertainties which surround the derivation of an appropriate value have led the

authors to exclude it from the current version of the model (section 416).

4.5 Lossof'Old'Caesium-137

By definition 'old' 137CS is evenly distributed through the plough layer and, therefore,

loss of 'old' 137CS from the soil profile is often assumed to be proportional to soil loss:
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If (Rd<P) then:

Cd - C. * (EVP)

Where: Co - 'old' 37CS present in the plough layer at the beginning
of the tillage cycle t (Bq M-2)

Co, - 'old' 137CS lost from the soil profile during the tillage

cycle t (Bq rn-2)

Et - total erosion during cycle t (cm)

P = plough depth (cm)
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Figure 46 Relationship between rill dimensions and erosion rate based on data

from a rill-survey near Ansai, Shaanxi Province, China.

This relationship will be valid as long as the maximum depth of erosion (rill depth, Rd)

does not exceed the plough depth, which will be true in most cases (Figure 46;

extreme cases are acounted for in the programme which is listed in section 416)

and as long as particle size selectivity of erosion is of minimal importance. Evidence

suggesting that the loss Of 137CS is proportional to soil loss has been obtained in
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erosion plot studies (Kachanoski, 1987), and such studies have formed the

justification for the use of the directly proportional method of calibration (section

4.1.2). However, as Figure 41 indicates, during the period of atmospheric fallou of

137Cs gradual deposition of 'new' 137Cs between tillage operations would have led to

accumulation of the radionuclide at the soil surface. Therefore, any effective

simulation of 137CS loss wh soil eroded by water must also acount for loss of this

surface accumulation of new` 137CS.

4.6 Lossof'New'Caesium-137

In order to estimate the loss of 'new' 137CS with water eroded sediment, it is

necessary to model the initial depth distribution of fallout 137Cs and to use this to

estimate the 137CS ontent of sediment eroded by both inter-rill and rill erosion.

4.6.1 The initial depth distribution of 'new'caesium-137

Modelling the initial depth distribution of fallout 137CS, immediately after deposition, is

an essential prerequisite for the prediction of the concentration of new' 137CS in

eroded sediment. However, there is little available empirical evidence for the nature

of this initial depth distribution. In the model developed by the authors, it is assumed

that the rapid and strong adsorption of the radionuclide (section 24) results in an

exponential depth distribution of 137CS. The distribution and content of 'new' fallout

137Cs can therefore be calculated:

* -kdCd = C e

Ccd = C * (1 - ekd)

Where: Cd = activity of 137Cs at depth d (Bq M-2 CM-1)

Ci = fallout input of 137Cs during time increment (Bq M-2)

CCd - 137CS content of the soil above d (Bq M-2)

d - depth (cm)

k - constant

The value of the constant k is calculated using the 90% limit (1) which is the depth

above which 90% of the fallout input of 37CS is found:
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k ln(O.1),�

Where: k constant

I the 90% limit (cm)

The value of I is an input parameter for which there is currently very little empirical

evidence. The values used and the sensitivity of the predictions to this parameter are

discussed further in section 413.

4.6.2 Loss of 'new' caesium-1 37 by inter-rill erosion

Estimation of the loss of new' 137Cs by inter-rill erosion is made by integrating the

depth distribution equation (section 45.1) with the inter-rill depth calculated using the

procedure described in section 44, and the estimate of 'new 137Cs deposition

discussed in section 43.

For one tillage cycle:

lev - IJNE

Where: Id - depth of inter-rill erosion during tillage cycle (cm)

lev - depth of inter-rill erosion during each erosion event in

tillage cycle (cm)

NE = number of erosion events in tillage cycle

Erosion event :

Cto - (C�,*fj * (1 - eklev)

Erosion event 2:

Cto - [(Ctp*fi) * (1 - ekley)]

+ I(CZP *0 * (eklev - e2klev))

Where: CO . loss of new' 137CS in crrent erosion event (Bq M-2)

CtP = 137Cs deposited as fallout between erosion events (Bq

M-2)

fj - fraction of the area subject to inter-rill erosion
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Because each erosion event is of the same magnitude, and each follows a period of

identical fallout, is possible to calculate the total loss of 'new' 7Cs by inter-rill

erosion for a single tillage cycle as follows:

CM - (CtP 1) *

[((NE)*(l - elev)) +

((NE-11)*(ekle - e0dev +

((N E-2) *(e2k's - e3idev) +

+ (1 *(e(NE-1)kIe - eNEIdev))]

Where: Cw - loss of 'new' 137CS with inter-rill sediment during tillage

cycle t (Bq m-2)

GtP= 137Cs deposited as fallout between erosion events (Bq
M-2)

fj M fraction of profile area subject to inter-rill erosion

levM depth of inter-rill erosion during each erosion event in

tillage cycle t (cm)

NE - number of erosion events in tillage cycle t

4.6.3 Loss of 'new' caesium-1 37 by rill erosion

Estimation of the loss of new' 137Cs by rill erosion follows essentially the same

procedure:

For one tillage cycle:

Rev = RJNE

Where: Rd - depth of rill erosion during tillage cycle t (cm)

Rev = depth of rill erosion during each erosion event in tillage

cycle t (cm)

NE = number of erosion events in tillage cycle t
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Loss of aesium-1 37 by rill erosion during whole tillage cycle:

CtM - (C tp -fr) 

[((NE)*(l - ekRev)) +

((NE-1)*(ekRe - e2kRev) +

((NE-2)*(e2kRe - e3kRev) +

+ (1 *e(NE-1)kRev - eNEkAev))]

Where: Ctri loss of new` 137CS with rill sediment during tillage
cycle t (Bq M-2)

CtP 137Cs deposited as fallout between erosion events (Bq
M-2)

fr fraction of profile area subject to rill erosion

Rev = depth of rill erosion during each erosion event in

tillage cycle t (cm)

NE - number of erosion events in tillage cycle t

4.7 Change in Caesium-137 Inventory of an Eroding Profile

Having established the losses of 137Cs due to water erosion, the change in 137CS

inventory of an eroding profile over a tillage cycle may be calculated:

Inputs

cte 137CS fallout during erosion phase of tillage cycle (Bq M-2)

cts M 137CS fallout during stable phase of cycle (Bq M-2)

Outputs

co, -'old'137CS lost from the soil profile during the cycle (Bq M-2)

cta M loss of 'new' 137CS with inter-rill sediment during cycle (Bq M-2)

Ctri = loss of 'new' 37CS with rill sediment during cycle (Bq M-2)
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R-osultant Inventory

Ce M 0+ Sp + (C be + CO (Co, b + id

cep M co (Cie J (Co, Cut CO

ces MCSP

Where: Co -'old' 137CS present in the plough layer at the beginning

of the tillage cycle (Bq M-2)

C3P M137CS present in sub-plough zone at the beginning of

the tillage cycle (Bq rn-2)

co =137Cs inventory of eroding profile immediately before

tillage

cep M137CS present in plough layer of eroding profile

immediately before tillage (Bq M-2)

ces M137CS present in sub-plough zone of eroding profile

immediately before tillage (Bq M-2)

4.8 Caesium-137 Content of Eroded Soil

The procedure described in the preceding sections allows the calculation of 137CS

loss for a specified erosion rate. These data may, therefore, be ombined to calculate

the 137CS content of the eroded sediment for each tillage cycle.

EM - r * t 104

Eas = po + C + Ctrj)/Em

ECS - po + b + Ct,)I(r * Et 104)

Where: Et - total erosion during tillage cycle (cm)

r bulk density (g CM-3)

EM = total mass of sediment eroded during cycle (g)

ECS = 137CS ontent of eroded sediment (Bq kg-')

Co, 'old' 137CS lost from the soil profile during the tillage

cycle t (Bq M-2)

Cj loss of 'new' 137CS with inter-rill sediment during tillage

cycle t (Bq M-2)

Ct, loss of 'new' 137CS with rill sediment during tillage

cycle t (Bq M-2)
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4.9 Simulation of an Aggrading Profile

Simulation of a profile which is subject to aggradation of water-borne sediment is less

complex than simulation of an eroding profile. The profile receives mass, in the form

of deposited sediment, and 37Cs. from fallout and in association with deposited

sediment. The most important consideration in the simulation is the 137Cs content of

the deposited sediment. Therefore, t is necessary to identify the factors which may

effect this content:

i The 37CS content of the sediment eroded from the supply area.

ii The distribution of 137CS within the eroded sediment.

iii Particle size differentiation in the deposition process.

Ideally the 137CS content of eroded sediment should be calculated for each profile

representing the supply area, and the results integrated to estimate the 137Cs content

of the sediment which reaches the aggrading profile. This is readily achieved using

the slope profile approach (Chapter 5), but is not usually practical using the soil

profile approach. Instead, the mean erosion rate for the supply area should be

calculated by calibration of the individual profile data. The simulation for aggrading

profiles is then carried out synchronously with a simulation of an 6roding profile

subject to an erosion rate equal to the mean value for the sediment supply area.

It is well known that 137CS is preferentially adsorbed by fine sediment (Walling 

Woodward, 1992). Therefore, if the eroded sediment is characterized by a wide

range of particle sizes, i may be expected that the 137CS present is not uniformly

distributed through ft. In such situations, if the deposition process is size-specific, the

137CS content of the deposited sediment will differ from the 137CS ontent of the

eroded sediment. It is, therefore important to include an input parameter which

reflects this possibility:

DCS = E= DF

Where: DM - 137CS content of sediment deposited during tillage cycle

(mBq g-1)

ECS = 137Cs content of sediment eroded during tillage cycle

(mBq g-1)

DF = deposition factor
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If the eroded sediment is omposed of a single size class, or if the deposition process

is not size-specific, then DF will be close or equal to 1. If this is not the case, a DF

value should be chosen which reflects the particle size composition of sediment in

both the supply area and the depositional zone. Figure 47 illustrates the influence of

particle size composition on the 137CS content of sediment and the significance of the

DF value.
100% la
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Figure 47 (a) The influence of particle size omposition on 37CS content of

sediment (after Walling and Woodward, 1992); and (b) the

implications for DF values - assuming that the eroding source area is

characterized by sediment with equal contents of clay, silt and sand.
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Having established the 137Cs content of eroded sediment by simulation of an eroding

profile, and defined the value of DF, the addition of 137CS with deposited sediment

can be calculated:

Cag = r * Dt * 104 D3

Therefore:

Cag (Ca Cm Ctj) DF * (D�Ej

Where: Cag Addition of 137Cs to an aggrading profile with deposited

sediment during tillage cycle (mBq M2)

Dt = depth of aggradation during tillage cycle cm)

4.9.1 Chance in caesium-137 inventory of an acaradina rofit

Inputs

Cag Addition of 137CS to an aggrading profile in association with deposited

sediment during tillage cycle (mBq M2)

Cte 137Cs fallout during erosion phase of tillage cycle t (Bq M-2)

Cts 137CS fallout during stable phase of cycle t (Bq M-2)

Resultant Inventory

Ca Cab + asp ts + t + 89

Cap = Cab + te + Cts + ag

Cas = Casp

Where: Cab = 'old' 37CS present in the plough layer at the beginning

of the tillage cycle (Bq M-2)

Casp = 137CS present in sub-plough zone at the beginning of

the tillage cycle (Bq M-2)

Ca - 137CS inventory of eroding profile immediately before

tillage

Cap = 137CS present in plough layer of aggrading profile

immediately before tillage

Cas = 137CS present in sub-plough zone of aggrading profile

immediately before tillage.
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4.10Simulation of Tillage Mixing

4.10.1 An erodina profile

Loss of soil from the surface of the eroding profile leads to a lowering of the base of

the plough layer. It is, therefore, necessary to reapportion the 137CS present between

the plough layer and sub-plough layer.

Initial apportionment

ce = COP CS

Amount transferred

If (C,,<(P+E)) then
Cet = es
cfm = 

Else
Cet = es * (EV(Cm-P)

Crm = CM -El

Redistribution

Cpe = cep + et
cse = c _cSP et

Where: Ce = 137CS inventory of eroding profile before tillage (Bq M-2)

Cep = 137CS present in plough layer of eroding profile

immediately before tillage mixing (Bq M-2)

ces = 137CS present in sub-plough zone of eroding profile

immediately before tillage mixing (Bq M-2)

Cet = 137Cs transferred from the sub-plough zone to the

plough layer of eroding profile by tillage mixing (Bq M-2)

Cpe = 137CS present in plough layer of eroding profile after

tillage mixing (Bq m-2)

Cse = 137CS present in sub-plough zone of eroding profile

after tillage mixing (Bq M-2)

Crm = Maximum depth of 37Cs distribution
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4.10.2 An uirading profile

Deposition of soil at the surface of the aggrading profile leads to an upward shift in

the base of the plough layer. It is, therefore, also neccessary to reapportion the 137CS

present between the plough layer and sub-plough layer of the aggrading profile.

Initial apporVonment

Ca = Cap+ as

Amount transferred

Cat = ab (DI/P)

Redistribution

Cpa = cap Cat

Csa = as + Cat

Cm = Cnu DI

Where: Ca = 137Cs inventory of eroding profile immediately before

tillage (mBq M-2)

Cab = 137CS present in plough layer of aggrading profile at the

beginning of the tillage cycle (mBq M-2)

Cas = 137CS present in sub-plough zone of aggrading profile

immediately before tillage (Bq M-2)

Cat = 137Cs transferred from sub-plough zone to the plough

layer of eroding profile by tillage mixing (mBq M-2)

Cpa = 137CS present in plough layer of aggrading profile after

fillage mixing (mBq M-2)

CSa = 137CS present in sub-plough zone of aggrading profile

after tillage mixing (Bq M-2)

CMX = Maximum depth of 137Cs distribution (cm)
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4.11 The Impact of Tillage Displacement

The process of tillage leads to displacement of the plough soil. If tillage is undertaken

on sloping ground, the net downslope displacement will reflect the slope angle

(Undstrom et al., 1990; Govers et al., 1993; Chapter 5). Therefore, each position on a

slope is characterized by an influx of soil as a result of upslope tillage and an outflux

of soil due to local tillage. The relative magnitude of the fluxes will determine the local

mass-balance: net soil loss will occur where the outflux exceeds the influx and vice-

versa. Furthermore, the impact of this tillage displacement will result in change in the

137Cs inventory, reflecting both the mass-balance, and the 137Cs content of the influx

and outflux. Therefore, optimum simulation of the impact of tillage displacement on

137Cs inventories should take account of the 137CS content of the plough layer of

adjacent profiles (this is possible using the slope profile approach). However, it is

possible to simulate the impact of tillage displacement at the profile scale by

considering:

i Lowering or raising of the base of the plough layer, due to loss or gain of plough

soil.
ii Change in the 137CS inventory, due to loss or gain of plough soil.

4.1 1.1 Simulatina the impact of tillage erosion

A profile subject to net loss of soil due to tillage displacement may be described as

suffering tillage erosion. The loss of 137Cs due to tillage erosion will be proportional to

the 137CS content of the plough layer. Therefore the impact of tillage erosion can be

simulated as follows (because this is the final phase of each time increment, the

inventory is also orrected for radioactive decay):

Initial apportionment

Ci = CP + CSZ

Caesium 137 loss

CTL � * CT,/P)P
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Transfer

If (C,.<(P+T,)) then

Ctr w SZ

Cfm = P

Else

Ctr M SZ * (TO/(C=_P)
CrM = CM - Te

Impact

c1p C C-rL + Ctr

CIS w CSZ - Ctr

ch= (Cf C) * ekl

k = (ln(2.0))/T.

Where: Ci- 137CS inventory prior to tillage erosion (mBq M-2)

CPw 137CS content of the plough layer as a result of tillage

mixing, prior to tillage erosion (ml3q m-2)

CSZ= 137CS content of the sub-plough zone as a resul of

tillage mixing, prior to tillage erosion (mBq M-2)

CTL= loss of 137Cs due to tillage erosion during tillage cycle

(MBq M-2)

Te= loss of soil by tillage erosion (cm)

P = plough depth (cm)

CrM= Maximum depth of 137Cs distribution (cm)

Ctr= 137Cs transferred from the sub-plough zone to the

plough layer after tillage erosion mBq M-2)

CfP= 137CS present in plough layer of profile after tillage

erosion (mBq M-2)

CIS- 137CS present in sub-plough zone of profile after tillage

erosion (Bq M-2)

Cf1= 137CS inventory at end of tillage cycle (mBq M-2)

t = length of tillage cycle (years)

T.= half-life of 137CS (years)
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4.11.2 Simulating the impact of tillage anaradation

A similar approach may be used to simulate the change in 137CS inventory due to

tillage aggradation. However, to accomplish this is neccessary to estimate the 137CS

content of the aggraded sediment. Clearly this ill reflect the 137Cs content of the

plough zone of the adjacent profile. As was indicated this is possible when the slope

profile simulation method is used (Chapter 5). However, when simulating the impact

of tillage aggradation at the profile scale this is not possible. Instead an

approximation of the 137Cs content of the aggraded soil may be made by calculating

the 137Cs content of the plough layer of a stable profile. This may be justified by

considering a sequence of profiles as a continuum, in which there is gradual change

in 137CS inventories from those below the reference level to those above the

reference level. At the point at which aggradation is initiated the 137CS inventory of the

adjacent profile in the upslope direction must be close to the reference level. Moving

into the aggrading zone, the increase in 137CS content of the plough layer due to

addition of caesium-bearing deposited sediment is counteracted by the effective

transfer of caesium-bearing soil to the sub-plough zone by elevation of the maximum

depth of ploughing. As a result, the 137CS content of the plough layer remains dose to

that of a stable profile. Therefore, on the basis of this argument, the impact of tillage

aggradation can be simulated as follows:

Initial apportionment

C. Cap +C asz

Caesium 137 gain

CTG Sp* a/P)

Transfer

Cts (Cap GTG) * Td/P)

Crr1 = MX + T,
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Impact

Cfap Cp + CTO Ct,

Cfas Can + Cta
CM, - (Cfap + Ctu)

k - (ln(2.0))/T.

Where: C'W - 137CS inventory por to tillage erosion (mBq m-2)

cap = 137Cs content of the plough layer as a result of tillage

mixing, prior to tillage erosion (mBq m-2)

Ca= M 137Cs content of the sub-plough zone as a result of

tillage mixing, prior to tillage erosion (mBq M-2)

Sp = 137Cs content of the plough layer of a stable profile
(MBq M-2)

C.r,3 - gain of 137Cs due to tillage aggradation during tillage

cycle (mBq m-2)

T, - gain of soil by tillage aggradation (cm)

P - plough depth (cm)

Crm = Maximum depth of 137Cs distribution crn)

Cta = 137Cs transferred from the plough layer to the sub-

plough zone after tillage aggradation (mBq M-2)

CfaP - 137CS present in plough layer of profile after tillage

aggradation (mBq m-2)

Cf".' - 137CS present in sub-plough zone of profile after tillage

aggradation (Bq M-2)

Cfw - 137Cs inventory at end of tillage cycle (mBq M-2)

t = length of tillage cycle (years)

T. - half-life of 137CS (years)

4.12 Formulation of a Calibration Curve

In order to formulate a calibration curve, the simulation is run for the time period from

the initiation of atmospheric fallout of 137CS 1954) to the date of sampling. This is

repeated for a range of erosion and aggravation rates and the resultant data are

used to formulate a calibration relationship relating 137CS loss and gain to rates of
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erosion and aggradation (Figures 48 4 Two approaches may be used to

address the varying impacts of tillage and water erosion. In the first, tillage erosion is

expressed as a fraction of total soil redistribution, wh the remaining fraction

attributed to water erosion. This approach will be most appropriate where it is only

possible to estimate the relative importance of tillage and water erosion, and Figure

4.8 represents examples of the range of calibration relationships derived using this

approach. In the second approach, the rate of tillage erosion is defined and the

impact of varying water erosion rates is modelled (Figure 49). This approach will be

valuable where it is possible to predict or model the pattern of tillage erosion rates.
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Figure 48 Calibration relationships for estimating erosion rates from 17CS

measurements, employing variable proportions of tillage and water

erosion in the simulation.

Whichever approach is used, the formulation of a meaningful site-specific calibration

relationship is dependent upon definition of appropriate input parameters. The

following section examines the sensitivity of the model predictions to variation in the

input parameters.
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Figure 49 Calibration relationships for estimating erosion rates from 137CS

measurements, employing fixed rates of tillage erosion in the

simulation.

4.13 Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity of the model predictions to variation in the input parameters was

examined by conducting a series of simulations in which individual input parameters

were varied while using default values for the remaining parameters. In all

simulations, a bulk density of 1.3g CM-3 was used, and tillage was assumed to

contribute 50% of the total erosion. The input parameters examined in the following

discussion are listed below, with the values used for all simulations except those in

which the parameter was varied:
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i Fallout input pattern Mean of N & hemisphere data

ii Plough depth 20 cm

iii Preciphation in the erosion phase 50 %

iv Number of erosion events 3

v Maximum inter-rill erosion rate IO t hal r-1

vi Uneroded area 10 %

vii '90%, limit 0. cm

Figures 410 to 417 illustrate the range of calibration relationships obtained with

different values of each parameter, and the variation in the estimated 137CS loss

compared to the default settings listed above.
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D Cr
800. co

6000 EL

S
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CL 400-C =3
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CU St
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200- C

Si

1950 1 �55 1660 1465 1670 1675 16Z,_ 185 1490 1 t9s
Year

Figure 4 1 0 Patterns of 137CS fallout used in simulations: normalized northern (N),

normalized southern (S), default (mean north-south, D), constant

input (C), stepped input (St), single input (Si).

The similarity in the pattern of fallout inputs in each hemisphere (Figure 4.10a) has

been discussed in section 4.3. On the basis of this similarity it will usually be possible
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to make a good estimate of the likely pattern of inputs to a site. This will obviously be

important in the calibration process. However, as Figure 41 la illustrates, even very

coarse approximations such as the stepped input and single input (Figure 4.10b)

produce very similar simulation results to the normalized north-south mean. Indeed,

the only synthetic pattem to produce estimates outside ±2% is the even input pattern

(Figure 41 b).
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Figure 411 (a) Simulation results obtained with a range of fallout input patterns;

(b) deviation in the estimates of 137CS loss simulated with the

specified pattern from those obtained wh the default pattern North-

South mean).
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As Figures 412 to 417 demonstrate, plough depth is one of the most important

parameters in the simulation. Fortunately, it is also one of the easiest to measure and

as Figure 4.12b shows, the variation in estimates will be less than ±4% if the

designated depth is within IO% of the true depth.

Variation in the estimation of the amount of annual precipitation in the erosion phase

of a tillage cycle can also lead to significant variation in simulated estimates of 137CS

loss (Figure 413). However, this parameter may be estimated from records of

erosion incidence, and an estimate whin 10% of the true value will reduce the

variation in simulated estimates to ± I% (Figure 4.13b).

Figure 414 highlights the importance of recognizing the possibility of multiple erosion

events. As this figure illustrates the variation in estimates of 137CS loss between the

default value and other tested values is greatest when a single event cycle is

considered (Figure 4.14c). If a value of NE in excess of is used, variation in

simulation results will be relatively small (Figure 4.14b & c).

Estimation of the maximum inter-rill erosion rate may be problematic, bt designated

values within 10% of the default value produced variation less than ±1%, and the

observed variation was less than ±% when values ±50% of the default were used

(Figure 415).

Figure 416 indicates that the magnitude of the eroded area has little impact on the

simulation results, when the default values are used. However, this parameter will

increase in importance as the fraction of annual rainfall in the erosion phase

increases.

The 90% limit' (L) is the most difficult parameter to estimate, due to the lack of

experimental data. However, if a reasonable estimate can be obtained small

variations from it ±10%) will reduce the variability in the simulation results to ±1%

(Figure 4.17b). Nevertheless, Figure 4.17c emphasizes the importance of obtaining

an estimate which reflects the true value. The derivation of empirical data for the

value of this limit would represent an important step forward.
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estimates of 37CS loss simulated with the specified value from those
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4.140verview

The method of calibration outlined in this chapter allows the development of site-

specific calibration relationships which take acount of the local agricultural practices

and climatic characteristics. As the sensitivity analyses demonstrate, the simulation

procedure is fairly robust, and most of the critical parameters are relatively easy to

estimate with sufficient accuracy. However, as has been indicated a more powerful

approach to the derivation of soil erosion data from 137Cs measurements uses the

same basic approach in the simulation of 137Cs redistribution along a slope profile.

This slope profile approach is discussed in the following chapter.
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4.16Software Listings

4.16.1 Profile model: FORTRAN-77 programme

* Profmod.f Programme to calculate impact of water erosion and

* tillage displacement on the caesium-11 37 inventories of soil

* profiles.

* T.A. QUINE 24.8.93

Parameters

REAL tpi,tpg,p,tLfe,fr,fiPPTEILwDKDFRDK

REAL max,ir,id,levRrRdRiRwRevSrSd

REAL RLRGDLDG

REAL TeTaEtDt

REAL Ca(200),S(200),Cae(200),Cas(200)

REAL CrCtrfCtriCtifCtil,CoCol,CspCspl,CCpCCsp

REAL CagCapCazCtrCmaxCamxUCig,CetCat

REAL Ecs,Mees,XsNewPENewPANewTPENewTPADxsExs

REAL SPeqXeqPercEPercA

character*35 name

character*64 dfilerfilecfile

INTEGER nyYr(200),FNE

1 1 1 1 FORMAT(A)
I I A

if (iargco.11.3) then

print *,'usage: profmod datafile resultsfile calibfile'

call exit (1)

endif

call getarg (1,dfile)

call gelarg (2,rfile)

call getarg (3,cfile)

open(7jile=dfiIesta1us='oId')

open(9,file=rfile,status='unknown')

open(99,file=cfile,status='unknown')
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- -- -- - -- -- - -

Parameter entry from screen

WRITE(6,'(a,$)')'Enter tillage fraction of loss 0.0-1 0:

READ(5,1 1) tpl

11 FORMAT(FIO.2)

WRITE(6,'(a,$)')'Enter tillage fraction of gain 0.0-1.0:

READ(5,1 1) tpg

WRITE(6,'(a,$)')'Enter end year, eg 1990:

READ(5,19) F

19 FORMAT(14)

WRITE(6,19) F

Parameter entry from file

10 FORMAT(15XFIO.2)

READ(7,11 I 1) NAME

READ(7,10) p

READ(7,10) r

READ(7,10) L

READ(7,10) fe

READ(7,10) PPTE

READ(7,8 NE

READ(7,10 IL

READ(7,10) DF

8 FOR M AT( 5X, 1 7)

READ(7,-)

READ(7,-)

READ(7,*)

READ(7,*)

Layout of calibration file

WRITE(99,1 11 1) NAME

99 



WRITE(99,-)

WRITE(99,*) p r L fe PPTE NE IL tpl tpg DF'

WRITE(99,1112) prLfePPTENEILtpltpgDF

1 12 FORMAT(F5.1,2F4.1,2F5.2,13,F5.1,3F5.2)

WRITE(99,-)

WRITE(99,*)'Eroding profile Aggrading Profile'

WRITE(99,*)'Rate Cs-137lossRate Cs-137gain'

WRITE(99,*)'tlha/yr % t1ha/yr W

WRITE(99,-)

- - -- - -- -- -

Layout of result file
A,

WRITE(9,1 1 1 1) NAME

WRITE(9,*)

WRITE(9,12)p

12 FORMAT('Plough Depth (m) f 02)

WRITE(9,13)r

13 FORMAT('Bulk density (kg m-3) f 02)

WRITE(9,16)L

16 FORMAT('90% limit - depth of 137Cs f10.2)

WRITE(9,17)fe

17 FORMAT('% area subject to inter-rill H0.2)

WRITE(9,1 8)PPTE

18 FORMAT('%rainfaliduringerosionperiod=',flO.2)

WRITE(9,9)NE

9 FORMAT('Number of erosion events .17)

WRITE(9,7)IL

7 FORMAT('maximum inter-rill rate (Vha/yr)=', 1`10.2)

WRITE(9,14)tpl

14 FORMAT('Tillage fraction of loss f10.2)

WRITE(9,15)tpg

15 FORMAT('Tillage fraction of gain f10.2)

WRITE(9,800) DF

800 FORMAT('Deposition factor f10.2)
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a A A A A

Constants

w = 00.0

DK - (LOG (0.1))/L

Imax - LI(100.0*r)

RDK - EXP(-(LOG(2.0))/30.17)

04060 *do *Ado Ad 444 *4 44*4 *AA *AAA *A A* AA **i A*

Data entry - atmospheric input

Cr 0.0

OPEN(8,FILE='mod.dat',status='old')

20 READ(8,50) Yr(l),Ca(l)

50 FORMAT(14,F7.1)

IF(Yr(l).GT.F) THEN

I- I- 

GO TO 100

ELSE

Cr = Cr*RDK) + Ca(l)

Cae(l = Ca(l) * PPTE

Cas(l = Ca(l - Cae(l)

S(I = Cr

I = I 

GO TO 20

ENDIF

100 CONTINUE

Cr = C*RDK

Writing to results file

WRITE(9,801) F

801 FORMAT('Final Year 17)

WRITE(9,802)1
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802 FORMAT('Number of years 17)

WRITE(9,803)Cr

803 FORMAT('Reference Inventory (Bq m-2) -, f10.2)

WRITE(9,-)

WRITE(9,*)'Erosion Caesium-137 Ag

2grad Caesium-137"

WRITE(9,*)' Rate Eroded Profile Max Eroded

-'Rate Aggraded Profile Max'

WRITE(9,-)' Plough Sub-pl Total Depth Sedmt

Plough Sub-pl Total Depth'

WRITE(9,*)'t/ha/yr B/m2 B/m2 B/m2 cm B/kg h',

-'a/yr B/m2 B/m2 B/m2 cm'

WRITE(9,*)

Data entry - erosion and aggravation rates

60 READ(7,61) RLRG

61 FORMAT(2F8.2)

IF (RLLT.0) THEN

GO TO 999

ELSE

GO TO 70

ENDIF

70 DL RLj(1 00-r)

DG RGj(1 00*r)

Te DL * V

Et DL - Te

Ta DG * tpg

Dt DG - Ta

NewPE = Et

NewPA = p - Dt

NewTPE = p + Te

NewTPA = p - Ta

Cmax = p

Camx = p
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-------------- -------- -------------

Zeroing stores

Co 0.0

CsP - .0

Cap - .0

Caz - 0.0

Mecs - 0.0

Calculating rill dimensions

IF(Et.LT.Imax)THEN

Ir - Et

f = fe

Id = /fi

Rr - 0.0

Rd - .0

fr = 0.0

ELSE

Sr - max

Rr = Et - Sr

Sd = Sr/fe

Rw = SRT((Rr'100.0)/0.36)

Ri Rw 036

fr Rw/100.0

Rd - Ri + Sd

fi = fe - fr

Id = Sd

ENDIF

IF(fr.GT.fe)THEN

GO TO 995

ENDIF

Calculating proportion of annual input lost in eroded soil
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Ctrf 0.0
Ctif 0.0
lev - Id/NE
Rev - Rd/NE
DO 222 K - 1NE
Ctif=Ctif+((NE+1-K)*(EXP((K-1)*DK*Iev)-EXP(K*DK*Iev)))
Ctrf-Ctrf +((NE+ -K)*(EXP((K-1)*DK*Rev)-EXP(K*DK*Rev)))

22-2 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,223) CtifCtrf
223 FORMAT(2F12.9)

Erosion cycle

DO 1000 J - ,1

Amount of annual input lost

Ctil = (Cae(J)/NE)*fi*Ctif
Ctr = (Cae(J)/NE)*fr*Ctrf

Defining contents of plough (CCp) and Sub-plough (CCsp) zones
and equivalent depth of the incision below plough (SPeq)
and New Plough (Xeq) layers

CC = Co/p
IF(Cmax.GT.p)THEN

CCsp = Csp/(Cmax-p)
ELSE

CCS = .0
ENDIF
SPeq = (Rd-p)*fr
Xeq = Rd-NewPE)*fr

*Calculating amount of previously deposited s lost in eroded soil

* from plough zone and sub-plough zone
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Chapter 4 - Callbradon

IF(Rd.LE.p)THEN

Col - CCp Et

Cspl - .0

GO TO 2001

ELSEIF(p.GE.Cmax)THEN

CSPI - .0

GO TO 2000

ELSEIF(Rd.GE.Cmax)THEN

Cspl = CCsp (Cmax-p)fr

GO TO 2000

ELSE

Cspl = CCsp * SPeq

GO TO 2000

ENDIF

2000 Col = CCp (Et - SPeq)

2001 CONTINUE

Calculating change in inventory of eroding profile

Co = Co + (Cae(J) + Cas(J) - Col + al + Cid)

Csp - CsP - CsP1

* Calculating new contents of plough zone and sub-plough zone

* of eroding profile

IF(Rd.LE.p)THEN

GO TO 201 0

ELSEIF(Rd.LE.NewPE)THEN

GO TO 2020

ELSE

GO TO 2030

ENDIF

2010 IF(Cmax.GT.NewPE)THEN

Ctr = Et CCsp
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Cmax - Cmax - Et

GO TO 2025

ELSE

Ctr - Csp

Cmax - p

GO TO 2025

ENDIF

;020 IF(Cmax.GT.NewPE)THEN

CIr = CCsp * (NewPE - p + SPeq))

Cmax = Cmax - Et

GO TO 2025

ELSE

Ctr = Csp

Cmax = p

GO TO 2025

ENDIF

2025 Co = Co CIr

Csp = Csp - Gtr

GO TO 21 0

2030 IF(Cmax.LE.NewPE)THEN

Ct = Csp

Cmax = Rd - Et

GO TO 2050

ELSEIF(Cmax.GE.Rd)THEN

Ctr = CCsp * (Et*(l -f r))

Cmax = Cmax - Et

GO TO 2050

ELSE

Ctr = CCsp * (Et*(l -fr))

Cmax = Rd - Et

GO TO 2050

ENDIF
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Chapter 4 - Calibrafion

2050 Co - Co Ctr

Csp - Csp - Ctr

Ctr - Co * (Xeq/(p+Xeq))

Co - Co - Ctr

Csp - Csp + Ctr

GO TO 21 0

2100 CONTINUE

Calculating content of eroded and deposited soil

Ecs (Col + Cspl + til + trl)/(r * Et IO)

Cag (Col + Cspl + Ctil + Ctd * DF A DVEt)

Calculating redistribution of caesium and change in

inventory of aggrading profile

Ctr = Cap * (Dt/p)

Cap = Cap - Ctr

Caz = Caz + Ctr

Cap = Cap Ca(J) + Cag

Camx = Camx + Dt
A,

AA a** A AA . . . . . . . .A A A A A A A A .1 A A A A A It A A A It It A A A A

* Tillage cycle
A,

C11 = Co * (Te/p)

Co = Co Ctl

IF(NewTPE.GE.Cmax)THEN

Co Co Csp

Cs = .0

Cmax = p

Else

Ctr = Csp * (Te/(Cmax-p))
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Co Co Ctr
Csp - Csp - Ctr
Cmax - Cmax - Te

ENDIF
Ctg - S(I) * (Talp)
Cap - Cap Ctg

Ctr - Cap * (a/(Ta+p))
Cap - Cap - Ctr
Caz - Caz + tr
Camx - Carnx + Ta

Radioactive decay

Co = Co RDK
Csp = Csp RDK
Cap - Cap RDK
Caz - Caz RDK
Mecs = Mecs * Ecs) RDK
Exs = Cmax - p
Dxs - Camx - p

1000 CONTINUE

Write results

Mecs - Mecs/I
Cet - Co Csp
Cat = Cap Caz
PercE = (Cr-Cet)*100)/Cr
PercA = (Cat-Cr)*100)/Cr
WRITE(9,1001) RLCoCspCetExsMecsRGCapCazCatDxs

1001 FORMAT(F8.2,3F7.1,F6.2,F7.2,F8.2,3F7.1,F6.2)
WRITE(99,1002) RLPercERGPercA

1002 FORMAT(2F8.2,F12.2,F9.2)
GO TO 60
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Chapter 4 - Calibration

------------------- --

995 WRITE(6,*)'Error rill width - too large'

999 CLOSE(7)

CLOSE(8)

CLOSE(g)

CLOSE(99)

WRITE(6,*)'Completed'

STOP

END

4.16.2 Example of data file: Wile'

Line (title) = Profile Model - test

Profile Model - test

Plough depth 20.00 cm

Bulk density - 1.30 g m-3

90% limit = 0.5 cm

Eroded area 0.90

Erosive pptn 0.50

No Events 3

Max inter-r 10.00

Deposition F 1.00

Rates (t/ha/yr)

Erosion Aggradation

0.10 10.00

0.20 10-00

0.30 10.00

0.40 10.00

1.00 10.00

10.00 100.00

1000.00 1.00

-1.00
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4.16.3 Atmospheric fallout data file: mod.dat'

Une I - 1954 80.8

1954 80.8

1955 139.5

1956 205.4

1957 230.5

1958 388.1

1959 308.6

1960 143.9

1961 182.7

1962 445.4

1963 795.5

1964 659.2

1965 296.8

1966 188.5

1967 106.6

1968 73.4

1969 109.1

1970 123.9

1971 151.0

1972 72.8

1973 43.1

1974 62.0

1975 44.1

1976 36.5

1977 38.1

1978 37.0

1979 23.1

1 980 9.8

1981 3.2

1982 1.7

1983 0.0

1984 0.0

1985 0.0
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Chapter 

Simulation of Caeslum-137 Redistribution
Along Slope Transects

5.1 The Limitations of the Soil Profile Approach

Chapter 4 described the method used by the authors to derive point estimates of soil

erosion and aggradation rates from 137Cs data. The method takes account of soil

redistribution by both water erosion and the net effect of tillage displacement.

However, the soil profile approach has limitations. The most important of these is the

simulation of the 137Cs content of soil imported to the profile from a different part of

the slope. This is clearly not possible if the soil profile approach is employed,

because the 137Cs content of the Imported sediment will be dependent upon erosion

and deposition processes taking place oside the area of the profile under

Investigation. This problem is most acute in two circumstances:

I At sites subject to aggradation where it is necessary to estimate the 137CS

content of sediment deposited by both water erosion and tillage displacement.

II Where tillage fluxes are high, and the distance between samples is relatively

small.

The problems associated with aggrading profiles were discussed in section 49 in

particular the need to identify the 137CS content of soil eroded from the whole of the

sediment supply area. While an approximation may be made using the procedure

outlined in section 49, the slope transect approach offers considerable advantages.

The problems associated with high tillage fluxes are less obvious but important for

both eroding and aggrading sites. The tillage flux is a measure of the mass of soil

displaced downslope by tillage and is typically expressed in terms of mass per unit

distance (along the contour). In a recent study Revel et al (I 990) measured a tillage

flux of 55 kg m-1 on an 18% slope for a single tillage event. For a soil with a 20 cm

plough depth and a bulk density of 1300 kg m-3, this represents a downslope

displacement of the entire plough layer by 21 cm. Therefore, over a period of 35
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years this rate of displacement would result in a net movement of over 7 m. Where

field lengths are of the order of hundreds of metres, and sample spacings tens of

metres, this displacement will have relatively little impact on the measured patter of

137CS inventories. However, where the field lengths and sample spacings are small it

is necessary to take account of this displacement in the interpretation of the 137CS

inventories. This is best achieved by examining the whole slope transect as a unit.

5.2 The Importance of Tillage Displacement in the Simulation of
Caesium-137 Redistribution

When considering the impact of tillage displacement in terms of the patterns of

within-field soil redistribution, the most significant measure is the rate of tillage

erosion or aggradation. This rate is dependent upon the balance of influx and outflux:

TRR - (IF - OF)/L

Where: TRR - tillage redistribution rate (kg m-2)

IF - influx of soil to profile by tillage (kg m-1)

OF - outflux of soil to profile by tillage (kg m-1)

L - downslope length of profile (m)

In the soil profile model, described in chapter 4 the effect of tillage displacement on

the 137CS inventory of the soil profile was accounted for simply by considering the net

tillage redistribution rate:

2Cs - TRR * CCP

Where: 2Cs = change in 137CS inventory (Bq M-2)

CCP = 137CS content of the profile plough layer (Bq kg-')

TFIR - tillage redistribution rate (kg M-2)

However, this is clearly a simplification of the impact of tillage displacement on 137CS

inventories. If the 137CS content of the inflowing sediment differs from the content of

the outflowing sediment a change in 137CS inventory will occur even if the influx is

equal to the outflux. Therefore, the change in inventory ideally should be calculated

as follows:
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Chapter - Slope Simulation

QCs - (IF CCU) - (OF CCP)

Where: QCs - changein'37Cs inventory (BqM-2)

CCP - 137CSoontent of the profile plough layer 3q kg-')

CCU = 137Cs content of the plough layer of the adjacent
upslope profile (Bq kg-')

Clearly, this calculation is only possible if the 137Cs content of the plough layer of the
adjacent upslope profile CCU) is known. In order to simulate this it is necessary to
adopt a slope transect approach. This approach is described in the following
sections.

5.3 A Slope Transect Approach

The slope transect approach offers an alternative method for estimating quantitative

erosion rate data from 137Cs measurements. The approach involves the simulation
137Cs redistribution by both tillage displacement and water erosion and deposition
along an entire slope transect from the upper to the lower margin of the field. The
approach is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 5.1. The slope transect of fixed
width Is divided into segments of known length. The simulation is then carried out for
each segment sequentially from uppermost to lowest, for each tillage cycle (time
period between ploughing events). The simulation for each segment broadly follows
the method described in chapter 4 for individual soil profiles (Figure 5.1 b).

In the water erosion phase of the cycle, the 137Cs content of the soil eroded from
each segment is calculated using specified rates of erosion or deposition and the
method described for the soil profile approach in Chapter 4 The eroded soil and
137Cs are held in two cumulative stores (Figure 5.1 a). Therefore, when it is necessary
to simulate sediment deposition by water the137CScontent of the soil eroded from the
whole upslope length is known. This represents a major advance over the limitations
of the soil profile approach, and reduces the uncertainty over estimation of the 137Cs

content of deposited sediment to oncern over particle size differentiation between
transported and deposited sediment (section 49).
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Figure 5.1 Simulation of soil and 137Cs redistribution using the transect

approach: (a) arrangement of stores; (b) procedures for each

segment.
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Chapter - Slope Simulation

In the tillage phase of the cycle, the 137CS content of the plough soil of each segment
is used to calculate the export of 137Cs from the segment In association with the
outflux of soil. This export of soil and 137Cs represents the import of soil and 137C to
the adjacent downslope segment on the transect. It is therefore possible to calculate
the change in 137CS inventory for each segment. This approach provides a much

more realistic simulation of the impact of tillage displacement on 137Cs inventories.
At Its simplest the transect approach may be used with specified water erosion and

aggradation rates, and tillage fluxes for each segment. However, the power of the
approach Is further enhanced If field measurements are used to predict the
magnitude of the tillage fluxes, and only the water erosion and deposition rates are
specified. The prediction of tillage fluxes is discussed in the following section.

5.4 Prediction of Tillage Fluxes

There is growing evidence that the magnitude of the tillage flux at a specific location
on a field is dependent on the local slope angle (Lindstrom et al, 1991, 1992). If this
is the case, measurements of field topography can be used to predict the magnitude
of the tillage flux for each segment in a slope transect simulation. The two methods of
flux prediction used by the authors are summarized in the following subsections In
both cases, the tillage flux for each slope segment may be predicted using the field

topographic data.

5.4.1 Tillaae perpendicular to the contour

Govers et al (1 993) have suggested that the sediment flux due to tillage
perpendicular to the contour (T) may be estimated using the following relationship:

T = gSinO

Where: T = sediment flux (kg m-1)
0 - slope angle (degrees)

9 - constant (kg m-1)
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5.4.2 Contour-olouahina

The relationship proposed by Govers et al 1993) may also be used to simulate soil

movement by contour-ploughing where the soil is tumed in opposing directions on

consecutive passes. However, where the soil is always turned in the downslope

direction during contour-ploughing a different series of algorithms must be used

(Quine et al, 1993). Figure 52 shows the estimated movement of a block of soil

subject to downslope contour-ploughing. Using this simple model, the downslope

sediment flux (C) due to contour-ploughing can be calculated:

Tan 6 - pd/mw

Y (3 + 0

If 6 > V
C r * pd2 * 0.5 * Tan(Y)

Else
C r * ((pd * mw - mw2 * 0.5 * Tan(904)))

Where: pd - plough depth (m)

mw - mouldboard width (m)

8 - mouldboard angle (degrees)

C - sediment flux (kg m-1) due to contour-ploughing

r - bulk density of the soil (kg m-3)

Slope angle

----------
Ground surface

etained

Mouldboard Slope an e + Plough depth
Mouldboard angle

MouldlDoard angle

Figure 5.2 Simulation of contour-tillage - prediction of downslope flux.
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Use of these methods of prediction of tillage fluxes reduces the uncertainty regarding

the contribution of tillage to the total rates of soil redistribution and. therefore, allows

greater confidence to be placed in the final estimates of water erosion rates.

5.5 Estimation of Soil Erosion and Deposition Using the Transect
Approach

Estimation of soil redistribution rates using the transect approach is based upon

optimizing the agreement between measured and predicted distributions of 137CS

inventories for the whole slope transect. The following procedure is adopted:

I Specification of model nput parameters: plough depth, bulk density, tillage

type, tillage parameters (g or mw & )

II Division of the slope transect into segments of known length

III Specification of the start height of the upper and lower margin of each

segment.

IV Simulation of 137Cs redistribution by tillage alone, based on the tillage fluxes

predicted using the field topography. The simulation Is carried out for the

appropriate time period, wh the field topography changed at the end of each

tillage cycle to account for the soil redistribution which has taken place.

v Comparison of the measured and predicted distributions of 137Cs.

vi Optimization of fit by changing tillage parameters within range of probable

values.

vii Comparison of the measured and predicted distributions of 137Cs - the

remaining deviation between measured and predicted distributions is

attributed to water erosion.

Viii Re-run of the simulation with water erosion and deposition rates selected to

reflect the magnitude of the deviations between measured and observed 137CS

values.

ix Comparison of the measured and predicted distributions of 137CS.

x Sufficient iterations of (viii) and (ix) until an optimum fit is achieved.

The transect approach is particularly valuable when investigating soil redistribution on

terraces and contour sps, as these sites are commonly characterized by short

downslope lengths and sample spacings, and by relatively unifonn topography which

may be characterized by downslope transacts. Figure 5.3a shows the optimum fit
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between measured and predicted 137Cs values f a terraced field which was
obtained using predicted tillage alone, and using a combination of predicted tillage
and specified water erosion and deposition rates. The rates of predicted tillage soil
redistribution and the rates of water erosion and deposition needed to obtain the

optimum f are shown in Figure 5.3b.
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-80-
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Downslope distance (m)

Figure 5.3 Application of the transect approach to simulation of 137CS

redistribution on a terraced field near Meng, Gansu Province, China:

(a) optimum agreement between measured and simulated 137CS

values for predicted tillage alone, and for predicted tillage and

specified rates of water erosion and deposition; (b) the estimated
rates of soil redistribution by tillage and water erosion.
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Chapter - Slope Simulation

The transect approach facilitates the identification of the relative importance of tillage

and water erosion, and provides quantitative estimates of the rates involved which

are internally consistent for whole slope transacts.
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Chapter 6

Further Data Analysis:
Presentation, Evaluation and Extrapolation

The preceding chapters have described two methods by which quantitative erosion

rate data may be derived from 137CS measurements. This chapter will examine the

presentation and integration of these point data, and their evaluation with regard to

the severity of on-site and off-site erosion problems. Finally, methods of data

extrapolation will be reviewed.

6.1 Presentation of Erosion Rate Data

6.1.1 Data from Transect Samplina

Transect soil redistribution rate data may be used in conjunction with measurements

of the ontemporary topography to estimate the form of the field surface prior to the

initiation of fallout 1954). Plotting of the two surfaces provides a graphic

demonstration of the spatial distribution of erosion and deposition (Figure 61).

Furthermore, if the relationship between topography and redistribution rates is to be

used to identify the dominant processes of erosion, it is important that an estimate of

the initial form of the field is obtained, as the changing form of the field will influence

the nature of the topographic controls. This is particularly true in the case of short

terraced fields, in which tillage redistribution alone can lead to significant change in

slope form and angle (Quine et at., 1993).
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Figure 61 Field topography along transacts through terraced fields at Yanting,

Sichuan Province, China - measured contemporary form and form in

1954 estimated using 137CS-derived erosion rate estimates.
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6.1.2 Spatial Data

If samples have been collected using a grid framework or multiple transacts, the
137Cs-derived data can be used to examine the spatial patterns of erosion and

deposition. The method employed by the authors involves the following stages:

(a) Combine 137Cs-derived erosion rate data with topographic and locations] data,
to produce a single data file:

X Y Altitude Soil Redistribution Rate

0 0 102.3 3.2
5 20 105.7 -1.5
12 37 108.0 -7.8

(b) Use interpolation software (eg UNIRAS) to produce a Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) of the site, with a regular grid interval (Figure 6.2a).

(c) Interpolate 137Cs-derived redistribution rate data to produce a data-file of

redistribution rates with the same grid interval and origin as the DEM.
(d) Produce diagram to show the spatial distribution of soil redistribution rates

(Figure 6.2b), and drape this distribution over the DEM to illustrate the
relationship between the rates and the topography (Figure 6.2c). These
procedures can be carried out using graphics software (eg UNIRAS,
SASGRAPHICS, etc.).

(e) Transfer DEM and regular soil redistribution data to geographical information
system (GIS) such as IDRISI for further analysis.

6.2 Evaluation of On-Site Erosion

The impact of on-site erosion on productivity will be influenced by three pmary

factors:

i The nature of the soil.
ii The rates of erosion involved.
iii The processes of erosion involved.
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Figure 62 The studied field near Ha Sotonia, Lesotho. (a) DEM of the field; (b)

the spatial distribution of soil redisthbution rates over the field; (c) the

distribut-ion superimposed on an isometric projection of the field

topography.
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The nature of the soil Y411 be the most important factor in determining the impact of

specific rates of on-she erosion on productivity. Mature soils, developed on nutrient

deficient parent materials, which are characterized by a marked ontrast between the

upper horizons and the parent material, will be more seriously affected by loss of

surface soil than soils derived from inherently fertile parent materials. The derived

erosion rate data must, therefore, be interpreted in the light of the soil characteristics.

Furthermore, the nature of the erosive processes may also determine the impact of

the observed erosion on productivity.

6.2.1 Rates of on-site erosion

Diagrams such as those shown in Figures 61 and 62 ill provide an immediate

visual impression of the severity of erosion by visually presenting the rates involved.

However, integration of the data will allow further quantification of the erosion

problem. The following notes describe the process of data integration and the

derivation of field-based measures of erosion.

Integration of transect data:

eg.

Sample: 1 2 3 4 5 End

Distance (m): 2.5 7 12.5 17.5 23 25

Redistribution

rate (kg M-2 yrl): -12 -10 -2 3 14

Firstly, the point is identified at which the transition from erosion to aggradation takes

place:

12.5 + ((17.5-12.5)*(2/5))

= 14.5 m

The eroding length = 14.5 m (58%)

The aggrading length = 0.5 m 42%)
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The total amount of erosion per unit width of slope is then calculated:

[12 - 25] +

[((I 2+10)/2) * 7-2.5)] +

[((I 0+2)12) (I 2.5-7)] +

[((2+0)/2) * 14.5-12.5)]

- 30 49.5 33 2

- 114.5 kg W yr-I

The mean erosion rate is equal to the total erosion divided by the eroding length -

(I 14.5/14.5 - 79 kg M-2 yr-1

The gross erosion rate is equal to the total erosion divided by the total length -

(I 14.5/25 - 46 kg M-2 yr'

The measures of aggradation are calculated in the same way:

Total aggradation - [(3+0)/2 - 17.5-14.5) +

[(14+3)/2) * 23-17.5)] +

114 * 25-23)]

- 45 46.75 28

- 79.25 kg m-1 yr-1

The mean aggradation rate is equal to the total aggradation divided by the aggrading

length - 79.25/10.5 - 75 kg M-2 yr-1

The gross aggradation rate is equal to the total aggradation divided by the total

length - 79.25/25 - 32 kg M-2 yr-I

The net erosion rate is the rate of soil export from the sampled area, and is equal to

the gross erosion rate minus the gross aggradation rate:

- 46 - 32 - 14 kg M-2 yr-1

The same approach may be used to derive other m6asures of the severity of erosion

such as the area subject to erosion rates in excess of a specified tolerable limit.
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Integration of grid data:

When integrating grid data, two methods are possible. In the first method, each

transect of the gd is assumed to be representative of a strip of the field equal to the

width between the transacts. The point data for each transect are then integrated

using the approach outlined above to provide the measures of total erosion, total

aggradation and eroding and aggrading length for each transect. These data are then

summed for the field as a whole, taking account of possible reduced idth of edge

transacts. The field rates of erosion may then be calculated using the summed data.

The second method may be appropriate where large numbers of samples have been

collected. In this method, the interpolated regular grid data (or, if the sampling grid

spacing was constant, the raw grid data) are used. Each gd point is assumed to

represent an equal area of the field, and the data are simply ranked and used to

calculate mathematical totals and means.

Total number of grid points m T

Number of negative points = n

Number of positive points - p

Eroding area - total area * (n/T)

Total erosion - sum of all negative values - E

Mean erosion - E/n

Gross erosion = EIT

Aggrading area - total area P/T)

Total aggradation - sum of all positive values - A

Mean aggradation = A/p

Gross aggradation = A/T

Net erosion = gross erosion - gross aggradation

6.2.2 Process-related impacts of on-site erosion

Identification of the dominant processes of soil erosion occurring on-site is important

because the impact in relation to soil degradation will differ. Soil redistribution by

tillage is considered to be independent of particle size. In contrast, where water

erosion is the dominant process preferential loss of fine sediment from the field may

occur, because of deposition of the coarse fraction in aggradational zones, despite

the aselectivity of the most important erosion processes (section 44.1). Therefore, in

the case of a hypothetical area (A) of a field subject to a rate of soil loss (R), the
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greater loss of fine sediment by water erosion than tillage may be represented as

follows:

Tillage erosion:

L - RFF

Water erosion:

R = E-D

L - E*FF)-(D*FF*DE)

DE < 1.0

Where: LF - loss of fine sediment per unit area

FF - fraction of fine sediment in plough soil

E - water erosion rate

D - water deposition rate

DE - deposition selectivity factor

Because, many plant nutrients are preferentially adsorbed by the fine fraction,

erosion which causes selective loss of fine sediment may have more a serious

impact on productivity than non-selective erosion.

6.2.3 Identification of erosion processes

In view of the potential variation in impact on productivity of different processes of

erosion, is clearly important to identify the contributions made by tillage and water

erosion to overall patterns of soil redistribution. Furthermore, identification of the

dominant processes of soil erosion is a necessary prerequisite for the definition of

appropriate soil conservation strategies. If the transect method (Chapter 5) is used to

calibrate the 137Cs data then the rates of tillage and water erosion can be identified

(Figure 54). This method could be further developed for application to grid data.

However, if these approaches are not employed, an indication of the erosion

processes involved may be obtained by reference to two lines of evidence:

i The presence or absence of soil and 137Cs export.

il The pattern of erosion and aggradation.
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It Is assumed that tillage displacement of soil is responsible for redistribution within

the field, but does not contribute significantly to soil export from the field area.

Therefore, if the procedure outlined in section 62.1 Identifies net export of soil, this

may be attributed to water erosion and the net rate of soil export provides a minimum

estimate of the gross rate of water erosion. However, the difference between this

minimum estimate of water erosion and the true rate depends upon the amount of

sediment redeposition within the field area. An estimate of the potential for

redeposition may be made by examination of the field topography and boundaries,

but any attempt to estimate the proportion of water eroded sediment which has been

redeposited must be tentative.

The pattern of total soil redistribution may also provide an indication of the dominant

processes because the topographic controls on tillage erosion and water erosion are

significantly different. Lowering of the soil surface due to net erosion of soil by tillage

will occur where the downslope outflux from a point exceeds the influx from upslope.

These onditions are met at the upslope boundary of the field, where the influx is

zero, and at slope convexities. Net aggradation by tillage will occur where the influx

exceeds the outflux, at slope concavities and at the downslope field boundary. In

contrast, rates of water erosion tend to increase with slope length and angle and are

often at their greatest in areas of flow convergence located in slope concavities.

Therefore, visual examination of the relationship between the pattern of soil

redistribution and the field topography may provide an indication of the contribution of

water erosion and tillage. For example in Figure 6.3a the spatial distribution of soil

redistribution rates shows maximum loss at the upslope boundary and maximum gain

at the downslope boundary with a gradual transition between the two, indicating that

soil redistribution is dominated by tillage. In contrast, at the field shown in Figure 6.3b

the area of maximum erosion extends down the field, increasing with slope length,

indicating that water erosion has played an important part in soil redistribution within

the field. The visual contrast is confirmed by the absence of net soil export from the

first field and significant net soil loss from the second.

The analysis of the patterns of soil redistribution can be carried a stage further by

quantitative calculation of topographic parameters and statistical comparison with the

estimated erosion rates, allowing objective evaluation of the controlling topographic

parameters. The authors used this approach in a study of erosion on cultivated land

in the UK, and consistently identified slope convexities as the areas most susceptible

to soil erosion (Quine & Walling, 1993), so highlighting the importance of tillage in

defining the long-term patterns of soil redistribution at the studied sites. (in that study,

the topographic parameters were calculated using software developed by
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Zevenbergen and Thorne (I 987), and the statistical analysis was undertaken using a

commercially available package - SPSS/PC).
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Figure 63 The spatial distribution of soil redistribution rates over two terraced

fields near Xifeng, Gansu Province, China; (a) a terrace where soil

redistribution is dominated by tillage; (b) a terrace subject to soil

redistribution by both water erosion and tillage.
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A further objective approach to the evaluation of soil redistribution patterns in relation

to soil erosion processes, is the comparison of the 137Cs-derived erosion rate

estimates with predictions of erosion models. This approach produced disappointing

results in early attempts (de Roo, 991), at least in part because the models used (eg

ANSWERS) took no account of the potential role of tillage. However, more recent

studies using a simple topographic-based model, which includes both a water erosion

and a illage omponent, have demonstrated the power of the approach (Govers et

aL, 1993). The ombination of modelling approaches ith the 137Cs technique is

discussed further in section 66.

6.3 Evaluation of the On-Site Impact

Having established the patterns and rates of soil redistribution and the processes

involved for an individual field or group of fields it is necessary to evaluate the

probable impact of these rates on the productivity of the fields. This is problematic

because of the lack of relevant empirical studies. Typically assessment of on-site

impact is based upon either an arbitrary estimate of the rate of soil formation or an

equally approximate 'guesstimate' of soil loss tolerance. Commonly used estimates

are 1 t ha-' year' for soil formation and 5 t ha-' year' for soil loss tolerance, however

the derivation of these estimates is questionable. A more explicit approach is the use

of a soil life-span model, such as that proposed by Elwell (1 984):

Lf = (M-(De-D0))/(K-4)

Where: Lf = soil life-span in years

De M depth of available productive soil (m)

Do = minimum soil depth to produce a given yield (m)

M = bulk density of the soil (t ha-' m-1)

4 = estimated rate of soil formation (t ha-' year-')

K = predicted rate of soil loss (t ha-' year')

While the model is limited by Rs reliance upon the estimate of soil formation and the

assumption of a linear relationship between yield and soil depth, it does represent a

relatively objective approach which can be tailored to local conditions. The life-span

model could be used in association with both gross field based estimates, and

individual point data, to examine probable changes in productivity on individual fields.
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6.4 Evaluation of the Off-Site Impact

The 137CS-derived erosion rate data can make a valuable contribution to the

evaluation of the off -site impact of on-site erosion, because they include estimates of

net soil export from the cultivated area. Furthermore, by dividing the net erosion rate

by the gross erosion rate is possible to obtain an estimate of the sediment delivery

ratio. However, It should be noted that, unless field boundaries were sampled, the

measures of net export and sediment delivery represent the cultivated area alone

and do not necessarily orrespond to export to the fluvial system.

Radlocaeslum may also contribute to the assessment of the off-site impact of erosion

through studies of the source of suspended sediments. Comparison of the

radiometric signatures of suspended sediment with the signatures of sediment from

potential source areas has shown considerable potential in the identification of the

major contributing areas (eg Walling Woodward, 1992; Walling et a., 1993).

Furthermore, where suspended sediment data are not available, deposited

sediments have been used as effective surrogates of suspended sediment and a

similar radiometric omparison applied (eg Walling He, 1993). However, a more

detailed appraisal of this approach lies outside the scope of the present document.

6.5 Increasing Spatial Coverage

The foregoing discussion has demonstrated the value of the 137CS technique, and the

erosion rate data which may be obtained using the approach. Nevertheless, the

technique involves extended laboratory analysis and detailed investigations are only

feasible over relatively small areas. The value of the technique would, therefore, be

greatly enhanced if methods for applying the technique over wider areas could be

developed. The sampling strategy outlined in section 34 was devised with this

objective in mind. The following sections will examine the possible data extrapolation

procedures which ould be used in association with such a sampling strategy, and

will also consider potential approaches to collection of samples for verification

purposes.
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6.6 Data Extrapolation Procedures

Two distinct approaches to data extrapolation may be identified:

i Model-based

ii Classification-based

Model-based procedures employ 137Cs-derived erosion rate estimates to calibrate or

verify the predictions of erosion models. The application of classification-based

procedures presumes that the landscape can be divided into areas characterized by

relatively uniform erosion.

6.6.1 Model-based extrapolation procedures

Use of 137Cs-derived erosion rate data to calibrate or verify an erosion model which

could be applied to the landscape as a whole in the area of interest has obvious

potential. The model would predict the pattern of erosion and deposition rates over a

wide area using widely available information, such as topographic data derived from

maps. The model predictions could then be verified or calibrated using erosion rate

estimates derived from 137CS measurements.

Despite this obvious potential, the development of the approach has been

constrained by the wide divergence found between 37Cs-derived erosion rate

estimates and the predictions of erosion models such as ANSWERS (de Roo, 1991).

As was suggested in section 62.3, much of the divergence between the model

predictions and the 137CS-derived data may be due to a failure to appreciate the role

of tillage in defining patterns and rates of long-term soil redistribution. The further

development of model-based extrapolation procedures is, therefore, dependent on

the derivation of a widely applicable model of soil redistribution which accounts for

tillage as well as water erosion.

Therefore, the recent development of a simple topographic-based model which

allows the simulation of both water erosion and tillage (Govers et at, 1993) may allow

the realization of the potential of model-based extrapolation procedures. The main

components of the model developed by Govers, in collaboration with the authors, are

summarised in the following equations.
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Rill erosion potential is modelled as a function of slope angle and length:

Er = r a Sb * c

Where: Er = potential rill erosion (kg M-2)

r - dry bulk density of the soil (kg m-3)

S - sine of the slope

L - slope length

a, b & c are coefficients

Interrill erosion is considered to be dependent on local slope:

Eir - r*d*Se

Where: Eir - potentialinterrillerosion(kgM-2)

d & e are coefficients

The transport capacity for a particular slope segment is considered to be directly

proportional to the rill erosion potential:

T - r* f Er

Where: T - transport capacity (kg m-1)

f is a coefficient

The diffusive process component simply assumes that the sediment flux is

proportional to the sine of the slope (see also Chapter 5):

Qsd m * 

Where: Qd' thesoilfluxduetodiffusionprocesses(kgm-1)

g is a coeff icient (kg m-1)

The model has been applied to the study of long-term and short-term slope

development along one slope transect in Belgium and one in the UK. The model

parameters (a to were derived from experimental studies in Belgium, and the

values used are listed:
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a 3 10-4

b 1.45

c 0.75

d 3.68 a

e 0.8
f 3 102

In order to apply the model to erosion prediction in other environments it will be

necessary to define the value for each parameter, and this may be problematic.

However, the values listed for coefficients and V are similar to values found in

other experimental studies evaluated by Govers 1991), and the value of coefficient

'e' corresponds to that found by Foster 1982). This consistency suggests that the

values listed for these coefficients, at least, may be used as a first approximation of

locally applicable values. However, there is one further potential constraint on the use

of this model for landscape studies of soil erosion, namely the resolution of the

required topographic data. In the applications to date the model has been used with

topographic data ollected by field survey, and it is not yet clear whether acceptable

results will be obtained With lower resolution data derived from existing maps.

Further investigations are required to evaluate both the wider applicability of the

model developed by Govers and the potential for using it in model-based

extrapolation of 137Cs-derived erosion rate estimates.

6.6.2 Classification-based extrapolation procedures

In view of the problems associated with initial comparisons of model predictions and

137CS-derived erosion rates, other possible methods of data extrapolation have been

examined. These methods have focussed upon classification systems. The basis of

this approach is that landscape segments (eg fields) are classified using

characteristics which are thought to exercise control over erosion rates or which

reflect the erosion status of the area. A representative sample of landscape

segments from each class is then sampled for 137CS. The 137CS measurements are

used to derive erosion rate estimates for each of the sampled landscape segments,

and thereby for each of the represented classes of landscape segments. A

catchment-scale map of erosion may, therefore, be produced by ascribing the

appropriate class erosion rate derived from the 137CS measurements) to each

landscape segment within the class. The success of the approach depends on the

identification of readily obtainable parameters to define the landscape classes or
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areas and, more fundamentally, on the consistency of the classes wh regard to

erosion rates.

Whole Catchment

Figure 64 A diagrammatic representation of landscape classification.

Figure 64 provides a diagrammatic representation of one possible method of

landscape classification, which employs landscape characteristics used in erosion

estimation procedures such as the USLE and SLEMSA. As land-use is likely to be

the dominant determinant of erosion rates, the landscape under investigation should

be divided first according to land-use and further subdivision undertaken within land-

use categories. Sub-division with regard to soil type should reflect soil erodibility It

may be possible to use broad textural classes as the basis for this subdivision.

Finally, topographic parameters must be selected which are likely to reflect the

severity of erosion for individual fields or areas. The most commonly used

parameters are the slope angle and slope length (S ad L parameters in both USLE

and SLEMSA).

One of the principal advantages of this approach is that the data required to

undertake the classification are likely to be elatively accessible through existing

maps or aerial photographs. Even where the data are not available, the required
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Information can be gathered In the field wh minimal expenditure. This approach
would, therefore, appear to offer onsiderable potential, and the Lesotho case study
(Chapter 9 provides an example of the application of this type of approach and the
results produced.
As has been Indicated, the success of the approach depends upon the consistency of
erosion rates within the identified classes and this in turn will depend upon the

degree of control exercised by the selected parameters upon the rates of erosion.
Therefore, if slope length and angle are selected as ctical topographic parameters It
will be necessary to demonstrate a relationship between these parameters and
erosion rates, where other factors are constant. In the Zimbabwe case study (chapter
8), the 137Cs-derived erosion rate data suggest that such a relationship may not
necessarily be present. Therefore, care must be taken in the use of classification
procedures, and it is clearly essential to collect additional samples which can be used
to assess the veracity of extrapolated erosion rate estimates. Possible methods for
the collection of such samples are discussed in section 67.
One approach to landscape classification for erosion studies and for extrapolation of
137Cs-derived erosion estimates which is as yet in Its infancy is the use of satellite
imagery. Remotely sensed data have been applied successfully to the study of land-
use, vegetation cover, soil moisture, etc (eg. Goodison, 1983) and the authors have
investigated the potential for using Landsat thematic mapper data to classify areas
according to the severity of erosion. Figure 65 shows a classification of the
landscape near Ha Sofonia, Lesotho, based upon the division of thematic mapper
band 4 by band 2 The pixels have been allocated into classes based upon the
frequency distribution of the band ratios. Using topographic maps and photographic
records of the catchment it is possible to identify the terrain type represented by
some of the classes, as follows: classes and 2 represent exposed sandstone
bedrock and standing water; class 3 occurs largely on the steep slopes between the
sandstone ocrops and in the active gully systems, possibly reflecting rock debris

and subsoil exposure; class 4 is found predominantly in the areas adjacent to the
active gully systems and may be indicative of accelerated erosion; classes 5 6 and 7
are distributed throughout the cultivated fields; class represents woodland. These
distributions appear to suggest that erosion status as well as vegetation may be an

important control upon this ratio. Further investigation of the potential for using
satellite imagery is required, but the initial results suggest that these data could

provide a valuable means of landscape classification which could form the basis for
broad scale erosion rate extrapolation.
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7
6

4

3

2

1

Figure 65 The landscape near Ha Sofonia classified using Landsat Thematic
Mapper bands 4 and 2 (see text for explanation of classes).
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6.7 Sample Collection for Verification

The ollection of samples to be used in the verification of extrapolation procedures Is
constrained by the need to minimize analysis and maximize the area represented by
the samples. There are two possible methods for reducing the number of samples
analysed per unit area:

I Very low density sampling
II Bulking of samples

Sampling at very low densities (eg I sample per field) poses problems of sample
representativeness which are probably insoluble. The measured patterns of soil
redistribution rates (eg Figures 62 63) show a high degree of spatial variability
which Is recognized in the discussion of sampling strategies (section 33). However,
the implication of this variability Is that the particular location selected for sampling
will have an important bearing on the measured erosion rate, and It will be effectively
impossible to identify a single sampling location which would provide an erosion rate
measure representative of the field as a whole.
Conversely, the use of bulked samples offers considerable potential. These bulked
samples onsist of a series of acres (sub-samples), collected from a representative
selection of ocations within a field or fields, which are then combined to form a single
sample for analysis. For example, the sub-samples may be collected at regular
intervals along a downslope transect. If this is the case, the measured 137Cs inventory
will represent the mean inventory for the transect and, therefore, provide an
indication of net 137Cs and soil loss from the sampled area. The approach, therefore,
provides a method of minimizing analytical costs, while overcoming the problems of
sample representativeness. However, the approach involves considerable logistic
expenditure in the field, for the ollection of the representative sub-samples, and in
the laboratory, for he drying, grinding, and thorough mixing and Bulking of the sub-
samples.
In view of the logistic costs associated with the collection of bulked core samples, the
authors have investigated the possibility of using bulked surface samples. The
advantages for sample collection and preparation would be considerable, and the
theoretical basis for application on cultivated sites appears promising. Because
cultivation leads to thorough mixing of the 137CS through the plough layer, a surface
sample should provide a useful indication of the 137CS content of the plough layer.
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Pce - P/(P-R)

SC$ - PCs

Where: P. - 137Cs ontent of plough layer (Bq kg-')
S. - 137CS content of surface soil (Bq kg-')

PI - 137CS Inventory of plough layer (Bq M-2)

P - plough depth (m)

R - bulk density (kg m-3)
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Figure 6.6 The elationship between the 137CS content of bulked surface

samples and the mean 137CS inventories of three cores from the

same locations near Ha Sofonia, Lesotho. The letters indicate

separate transacts through groups of fields. The lines labelled 'Reg'

are regressed values for transacts D and F. The lines labelled 'I/PR'

represent values calculated by dividing the 137CS Inventory by the

product of the plough depth (20 & 30 cm) and the bulk density (1.35

g CM-3).
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Therefore, a bulked sarr.i!e comprising sub-samples of surface material from a

representative range of locations should give an indication of the 137Cs content of the

plough layer of the sampled area. However, the approach is not without problems

and Figure 66 shows the relationship between the 137Cs content of bulked surface

samples and 137CS inventories from a range of sampling locations near Ha Sofonia in

Lesotho. There are a number of possible reasons for the observed deviation from a

linear relationship, including variation in plough depth and bulk density. Clearly,

variation in plough depth from one field to another would lead to systematic

deviations, which could be accounted for by a series of regression equations. In

contrast, unpredictable variation in bulk density ill lead to unsystematic deviation.

Nevertheless, the approach would appear to offer some scope for approximate

verification of extrapolation estimates when used in conjunction with more detailed

sampling strategies (d Chapter 9.

6.8 Overview

This chapter has focussed on the basis and procedures for presentation, evaluation

and extrapolation of 137Cs-derived erosion rate data. The application of the methods

discussed in this and previous chapters are illustrated in the following chapters which

present four case studies. These case studies aim to provide an indication of the type

of projects which may be tackled using the 137CS technique, the analysis involved,

and the data which may be produced.
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Application of the Caesium-137 Technique:
Selected Case Studies

Introduction to the Case Studies

This part of the handbook Y411 present selected case studies, which illustrate potential

applications of the 137CS technique. Documentation of a range of case studies will

provide a clearer demonstration of both the power of the 137CS technique and the

logistics involved In undertaking an investigation than is possible through abstract

description.

The first case study, which is examined in the greatest detail, involves an

investigation of soil erosion on gully slopes in a yuan area of the Loess Plateau, near

Meng in Gansu Province China (Chapter 7 The description of the case study

provides a detailed discussion of the sampling strategy, a summary of the 137Cs data

assembled, discussion of the pertinent results and an assessment of the value of the

data obtained for development of land management strategies.

The second case study examines the application of the 137CS technique to ollection

of reconnaissance level erosion rate data and the investigation of edaphic,

topographic, and land-use controls on erosion, at locations near Harare in Zimbabwe

(Chapter 8). The discussion examines the development of an effective sampling

strategy, and shows the level of data which may be obtained on the basis of a

reconnaissance level survey.

The final case study examines soil erosion on cultivated land in the Lesotho lowlands

(Chapter 9 As the questions of sampling, analysis, and data evaluation have been

examined in chapters 7 and 8, the description of the Lesotho study focuses on the

development and verification of extrapolation procedures 
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Chapter 7

Case Study I -
A Yuan area of the Loess Plateau near Meng,

Gansu Province, China.

7.1 The Collaborators

Prof Zhang Xinbao, nstitute of Mountain Hazards and Environment, Chengdu,
Sichuan Province.

Mr. U 2hou, Afeng Soil Conservation Station of the Yellow River Conservancy

Commission.

7.2 The Context

Yuan landforms, which cover about one third of the area of the Loess plateau,
represent the remnants of an extensive plateau surface which has been dissected by
deep gullies. The flat yuan surface has been cultivated throughout history, but until

recently most of the gully slopes remained uncultivated. However, population growth

has led to greater demand for agricultural land and an expansion of the cultivated
area onto the gully slopes. The cultivation of these steep gully slopes, cut into
erodible loess, may be expected to lead to accelerated soil erosion. Indeed,
measurements made by the Afeng Soil Conservation Station from 1956 to 1964
indicate that the mean annual sediment yield from the basin was 4350 t km-2 year-'.
Since 1954, the basin has been managed by the Afeng Soil Conservation Station
and a range of conservation measures have been introduced. These include
terracing, contour-ploughing, prevention of overgrazing of the grassland, and
revegetation of bare slopes. However, assessment of the efficacy of these measures
is hampered by a lack of information concerning erosion rates associated with
different land management strategies. This case-study was devised to assess the
potential of the 137CS technique to meet the data requirement. The results of the

study have been published (Quine et aL, 1993; Zhang et A, 1994), and the following
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sections provide a brief description of the study area, the sampling strategy, and
some of the results of the investigation.

7.3 The Nan Xaohe Gully Study Area

The Nan Xiaohe Gully, which lies km SW of the town of Meng (Figure 71), Is used
as an experimental basin by the Soil Conservation Station of the Yellow River
Conservancy Commission. A number of relevant statistics are listed below.

7.3.1 The basin

Area 30.62 kM2

Sub-division - Yuan surface 56.9%
Gully slopes 43.1%

7.3.2 The yuan surface

Affitude 1350-1400 m
Geology Malan Loess 03)

Land-Use Cultivated fields
Housing and roads

7.3.3 The g "

Altitude 1 1 00-1 250 m on floor
Relief 150-250 m
Slopes UpperGullySlopes 10-300)

Lower Gully Slopes (40-70o).

7.3.4 The upper ully slopes

Basin area 15.7%
Geology Malan Loess A)

Land-Use Pasture (55%)
Cultivated terraces 45%)

7.3.5 The lower aully slopes

Basin area 27.4%
Geology Ushi loess 02) & Wucheng loess (,)
Land-Use Pasture

Woodland
Bare loess cliff s
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Figure 71 The landscape of the Nan Xiaohe Gully, near Xifen.
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7.4 Sampling Strategy

On the yuan surface there is very little evidence of erosion, as might be expected in

view of the very limited relief. In nsequence, the sampling strategy was designed to

investigate the variation of long-term erosion rates under a variety of land-uses on

the gully slopes and sampling of the yuan surface was limited to the collection of

reference samples. The gully-slopes were sub-divided by type, land-use, and

vegetation cover, as shown in Figure 72.

Gully slopes

Lower Upper

I I
Uncultivated

Uncultivated Cultivated

Bare Grassland Woodland Grassland
Narrow- Long-
strip slope

Figure 72 The sub-division of the gully-slopes of Nan Xiaohe Gully which was

used in the definition of the sampling strategy.

Figure 73 summarizes the topographic parameters of the surveyed cultivated

terraces. It is clear that the majority of the terraces are of the narrow-strip type. These

are defined as ribbon-like terraces which follow the contour, such that the maximum

slope angle is along the shortest axis which is defined as the downslope length

(plotted on the X-axis in Figure 73). The long-slope terraces are of irregular form and

the maximum slope angle lies along the longest axis. The low-angle long-slope

terraces lie towards the top of the upper gully slope, while the high-angle terraces lie

within the lower zone of the upper gully slopes.
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The sampling strategy was based on subdivisions by land-use and topography and
may be summarised as follows:

Reference samples from the yuan surface:

1 Scraper-plate depth profile
5 Cores from immediate vicinity
30 Cores from IO locations on the yuan surface (ie IO x 3)

Cultivated Upper Gully Slopes:

Long-slope terrace sampled in detail
3 Depth incremental profiles (upper, mid-, lower slope)
35 Cores from 6 transacts

Narrow-strip terrace sampled in detail
2 Depth incremental profiles (upper lower slope)
32 Cores from 8 transacts

Representative sample of terraces
51 Cores collected from 1 1 terraces on downslope transacts

Uncultivated Upper Gully Slopes:

Area of grassland 2Ox24 rn) sampled in detail
2 Depth incremental profiles (level slope)
52 Cores from 6 transacts

Representative transacts down grassland slopes
43 Cores collected from 2 transepts

Uncultivated Lower Gully Slopes:

14 Cores from 2 representative transacts on grassland
1 0Cores from 2 representative transacts under woodland

5 Cores from I representative transect on an unvegetated slope
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Figure 73 The topographic characteristics of the surveyed terraces in the Nan

Xiaohe Gully.

7.5 Methodology

Bulk core samples were collected using a 69 cm diameter core tube which was

propelled into the ground manually to a depth of 50 to 60 cm. Sampling to this depth

ensured that the total 137CS inventory of the soil profile was measured.

Where information on the depth distribution of 37CS was required, depth incremental

samples were collected using either a 'scraper-plate' (Campbell et aL, 1988) with a

surface area of 640 CM2 or a large diameter .5 cm) core tube comprising two

segments, which ould be separated to facilitate subdivision of the core.

All samples were air-dried, disaggregated, passed through a 2 mm sieve and

weighed. The 137CS content was measured on the <2 mm fraction by gamma

spectrometry using a hyperpure coaxial germanium detector and multichannel

analyzer system. Caesium-1 37 was detected at 662 keV and ounting times, which

were typically about 55000 s, provided results with an analytical precision of

approximately 6% 2 S.D.).
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7.6 Summary of the Caesium-137 Data

Analysis of the reference samples provided an estimate of the reference inventory for

the catchment of 260 mBqCM-2. This is closely in line with measurements from other
areas of the Loess Plateau undertaken by Prof. Zhang and his co-workers. The 137Cs
data for the uncultivated and cultivated sites sampled are summarized in Tables 71
and 72.

Table 71 Mean 137Cs inventories and topographic variables for the study sites on
uncultivated land in the Nan Xiaohe Gully.

Mean Caesium-137 Slope Slope
Inventory Length Angle

(mBq Crn2) (m) (degrees)

Upper Gully Slopes
Grassland

Detailed area Gd, 229 23.0 24.1
Transect G, 197 96.3 38.8
Transect G2 214 75.0 31.8

Lower Gully Slopes
Grassland

Transect G3 216 31.4 37.0
Transect G4 180 36.5 33.6

Forest
Transect F, 178 38.5 34.8
Transect 2 214 29.0 43.5

Bare Idess
Transect 131 7 30.0 45.0

Figure 74 shows the spatial distribution of the 137CSinventories on the grassland and
terrace sites subject to detailed investigation. As a general indication, inventories in
excess of 300 mBqCM-2may be identified with soil deposition and those lower than
200 mBq CM-2 indicate areas of significant soil loss. The distribution of 17CS

inventories on the steeply sloping uncultivated site (Figure 7.4a) evidences minimal
soil redistribution with half of the area characterized by inventories in the range 200-
300 mBqCM-2. The small areas of low inventories indicative of erosion may reflect
the influence of overgrazing.
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Table 72 Mean 137CS inventories and topographic vzilables for sampled terraces

in the Nan Xiaohe Gully.

Mean Caesium-137 Slope Slope
Inventory Length Angle

(mBq Crrr2) (m) (degrees)

Transect I
Field:

3 216 12 3.0
5 172 42 5.5
6 260 8 3.0
9 188 7-10 3.0

15 216 5 2.5
19 'I'll 10 7.5
20 133 41 9.5

Transect 2
Field:

1 203 95 3.0
2 211 35 3.0

10 130 80 4.5
18 170 10 7.5

The spatial pattern of 137CS inventories on the narrow-strip terrace (Figure 7.4b)

indicates maximum soil loss along the upper boundary of the field and maximum
deposition at the lower boundary. This distribution suggests that tillage displacement
may be the dominant process of soil redistribution. In contrast, the pattern of 137CS

inventories on the long-slope terrace (Figure 7.4c) shows a large area of the field with
inventories below 200 mBq CM-2, and therefore subject to soil loss, and only a small

area indicative of significant deposition. This asymmetrical distribution, and the
extension of the 137Cs-depleted area downslope indicate that erosion by water may
be an important process on this terrace. This is also consistent wh the net loss of
137CS indicated by the mean 137CS inventory of 172 mBq CM-2. This possible process-

based distinction between the terraces is discussed further in section 78.1.
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(a)

IqO

Caesium-l 37
Oneq -n-2)

ab�. 4W

3&0 - 400

M 300 - I&O

260 300

200 - Z&O

17S - 200
I&O - in

be low I&O

10-0

(b)

(C)

Figure 74 The pattern of soil-associated 137Cs redistribi-Rion superimposed on

the topography for sites in the Nan Xiaohe Gully: (a) a steeply

sloping area of grassland; (b a narrow-strip terrace; and (c) a long-

slope terrace.
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7.7 The Erosion Rates Derived from Caesium-137 Data for the
Uncultivated Slopes

Erosion rates for the uncultivated areas were estimated using a calibration procedure
adapted from that described in chapter 4 The profile simulation model of soil and
137Cs rdistribution was adapted to account for 137Cs diffusion after initial fallout
receipt, and the impact of tillage was excluded. The calibration curve which was
established for the local conditions is shown in Figure 75.

100-

90-

so-

70-

60-

0 50-
1%
0
W 40-

3D-

20-

1

0.1 I I 11110 I I I 1 'ibo
Erosion rate (t ha-1 year-1)

Figure 75 The site-specific calibration relationship which was used to estimate
erosion rates from137CSmeasurements for uncultivated areas in the
Nan Xiaohe Gully.

The erosion rates estimated from the 137CS inventories for the uncultivated transacts
are shown in Table 73 and may be compared with data collected by the Xifeng Soil
Conservation Station. The 137Cs-derived rate of erosion from the bare gully slope of
36.5 t ha-' yearl compares well with the rate of 42.0 t ha-' year' 4198 t km-2yearl)
suggested by the Xifeng Soil Conservation Station (Tang et aL, 1991). However, the
137Cs-derived erosion rates estimated for the grassland and forested gully slopes
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vary from 1.5-5.1 t ha-' ear' and are up to two orders of magnitude higher than the

value of 006 t ha-' year' 6 t km-2 year') suggested by the Conservation station on

the basis of runoff plot data. Two reasons may be proposed for this discrepancy.

Firstly, the runoff plots take no account of soil loss by wind erosion, which may be an

important process on the upper gully slopes. Secondly, the plots used were only 20

m in length and may therefore not be of sufficient length to generate erosive runoff

and, therefore, significant soil redistribution under conditions of full vegetation cover.

It Is therefore possible that the plot-based data seriously underestimate the rate of

soil erosion under grassland and forest on the gully slopes, although it is not possible

to establish the precise degree of underestimation until further evidence can be

obtained to test the calibration procedures used to establish the 137Cs-derived

erosion rates.

Table 73 Soil erosion rates, derived from 137CS measurements, for uncultivated

land in the Nan Xiaohe Gully.

Sampled Area Erosion Rates
(t harl year')

Mean Net

Upper Gully Slopes
Grassland

Detailed area Gd, 3.4 1.5
Transect G, 8.4 4.5
Transect G2 3.9 2.2

Lower Gully Slopes
Grassland

Transect G3 3.2 1.8

Transect G4 8.1 5.1
Forest

Transect F, 3.3 3.3
Transect F2 9.3 3.1

Bare loess
Transect B, 36.5 36.5
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7.8 The Erosion Rates Derived fom Caesium-137 Data for the
Cultivated Terraces

7.8.1 The evidence of spatial distributions

The slope-transect approach, described in chapter 5, was used to derive quantitative

soil redistribution rates from the 137Cs data for both of the terraces which were

subject to detailed nvestigation. Representative downslope distributions of 137Cs

were established for each terrace by combining data from several transepts, and the

slope profile model was used to simulate the observed 137Cs distributions.

100.
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so-

60-
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40-

0�

fl-
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-------------------------------------------- ----------------------------

-20-
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Q

-40-

-60.

-80
4

Downslope distance (m)

Figure 76 Predicted and measured 137Cs data for the narrow-strip terrace.

The narrow-strip terrace

The model developed for simulating contour-ploughing (section 54.2) was used to

predict soil and 137Cs redistribution over the last 38 years for the representative

transect through the narrow-strip terrace (parameter values: pd = . 1 7; mw = . 1 5; 

- 350; r = 1300). The results are shown in Figure 76. When the model predictions
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were ompared wh the easured 137Cs data and the terrace topography, respective

r2values of 0995 and 0942 were obtained, confirming the visible evidence of an
excellent fit. These results indicate that the soil-associated 137Cs redistribution
evident within the narrow-strip terrace may be entirely attributed to contour-
ploughing. Furthermore, it Is dear that contour-tillage produces high rates of soil
redistribution and significant change in slope angle on narrow-strip terraces (Figure

7.7).

10.5

Esiniabd stan

m6=2TdTw 1 0- _E

.0
9.5

: z 9. 0

100.

50.

O. ........................ ............................................

-so-

-100-

-150

Downslope distance (m)

Figure 7.7 Rates of soil redistribution by contour-tillage and the resultant impact

on slope topography on a narrow-strip terrace.
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The long-slope tefface

On the long-s!ope terrace the tillage flux was modelled using the method proposed by
Govers; et a 1993) section 54.1; g - 250) because the predominant direction of
tillage is perpendicular to the ontour. When the predicted 137Cs distribution for tillage

alone was compared wh the measured distribution (Figure 78) an r2 value of 0724

was obtained.

CombhWPmddWd
100.

TAage Pedc6on

Cri

50-

CV)

0� ----------------------------------------------- ----------------- ------------
----------------------- -

.50-

-1 n! I I
10 115 �0 �0 45

Downslope distance (m)

Figure 78 Predicted and measured 137Cs data for the long-slope terrace:
optimum fit for tillage alone, and for ombination of tillage and water

erosion.

This suggests that although tillage is an important process of soil redistribution within
the field, other processes must be invoked to explain fully the pattern of 137CS

redistribution. This is consistent with both the pattern of 137CS inventories discussed

in section 75 (Figure 7.4c) and the observed net export of 137CS, since it is assumed

that tillage does not lead to sediment export and that the aesium export must have
taken place in association with water eroded sediment.

The rates of water erosion involved can be estimated by running the simulation with

variable rates of water erosion and aggradation down the slope transect until an
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optimum fit is achieved (Figure 78). When the optimum predictions were compared

with the measured 137Cs values and the topographic data 02 values in excess of 0999

were found in both cases. Figure 79 shows the rates of water erosion required to

achieve an optimum fit between measured and predicted 137Cs data, and the

predicted rates of soil redistribution by tillage.
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Figure 7.9 Rates of soil redistribution by tillage and water erosion for the long-

slope terrace.

Summary statistics for the fields

Integration of the transect data allows the calculation of summary statistics for the

two terraces, which are listed in Table 74. The mean rate of erosion is equal to the

mass of soil removed from the area subject to net loss divided by the area subject to

net loss. The gross rate of erosion is equal to the total mass of soil removed from the

area subject to net loss, divided by the total area. The mean and gross rates of

aggradation are calculated in similar fashion, and the net rate of soil loss is equal to

the gross rate of erosion minus the gross rate of aggradation. The sediment delivery

ratio is calculated by dividing the net rate of erosion by the gross rate.
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Table 74 Soil redistribution rates, derived from 137CS measurements, on two

cultivated terraces In the Nan Xiaohe Gully.

Terrace/ Soil redistribution rates Sediment
(t ha-' yearl) Delivery

Process Erosion Aggradation Ratio
Mean Gross Net Mean Gross N

Terrace A
Tillage 55 21 0 33 21 0

Terrace 
Tillage 14 8 0 18 8 0
Water 18 15 1 1 31 4 73
Total 30 21 11 36 10 52

These data show that 36% of the narrow strip terrace is subject to soil loss at a mean

rate of 55 t ha-' year'. This reaffirms the role of tillage in leading to significant soil

redistribution. Furthermore, even on the long-slope terrace where there is significant

water erosion, the gross rate of soil erosion due to tillage is 8 t ha-' year', and tillage

displacement is responsible for 34% of the soil erosion and 65% of the aggradation.

The role of water erosion in leading to soil export is highlighted by both the net

erosion rate on the long-slope terrace, and the sediment delivery ratio for water

erosion which exceeds 70%. The net erosion rates can be directly compared with

erosion rates documented by erosion plot studies. The net loss from the long-slope

terrace of 1 1 t hal year' is closely in line with data collected by the Xifeng Soil

Conservation Station, which suggest that average erosion rates on the sloping

cultivated land are of the order of 13 t hal year' 1300 t krn-2 year-': Tang et aL,

1991). The absence of net loss from the narrow-strip terrace illustrates the high

efficiency of this soil conservation strategy.

The gross rate of erosion on both fields of 21 t ha-' year' represents a very

significant loss of soil over some parts of the field. Where cultivated soils are mature

and characterized by a high nutrient gradient from soil to subsoil, such rates of soil

loss would have important implications for productivity. However, on the Loess

plateau the depth, uniformity and fertility of the parent material reduces the impact of

this potential reduction in productivity.
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7.8.2 ntearated values from low-density samplina

Low density sampling of a representative selection of 1 1 terraces 4 to samples per

terrace from a downslope transect) provided 137Cs data for each terrace (Table 72).

Quantitative erosion rate estimates were derived from the 137Cs measurements using

the soil profile calibration approach described in Chapter 4 The following input

parameters were employed to produce a site specific calibration curve (Figure 7 0)

for the cultivated terraces on the gully slopes of Nan Xiaohe Gully:

Rainfall during erosion phase (%) 53

Area subject to erosion (%) 45

Number of erosion events 3

Plough depth (cm) I 8

,90%-limit, (mm) 2

Maximum inter-rill erosion (t ha7l year') 10
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Figure 71 0 The site-specific calibration relationship which was used to estimate

erosion rates from 137CS measurements for the cultivated terraces on

the slopes of the Nan Yaohe Gully.
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Figure 711 The relationship between erosion rates and topographic

characteristics of the surveyed terraces in the Nan Xaohe Gully.

The 137CS-derived erosion rate data were used to establish net erosion rate estimates

for each terrace and Figure 71 illustrates the relationship between the 137Cs-derived

net erosion rate estimates and the topographic characteristics of the terraces. Some

clear distinctions may be made. The narrow-strip terraces with low-slope angles are

characterized by relatively low erosion rates, with a mean value dose to 5 t ha-' year

1. Similarly, the two long-slope terraces with slope angles of 30 have erosion rates of

5 and 6 t ha-' yearl. In contrast, the long-slope terraces with higher slope angles,

and the high-angle narrow-strip terraces are all subject to erosion rates in excess of

10 t hal yearl, and up to almost 40 ha-' year'. The impact of slope angle on

erosion rates suggested by these contrasts is further supported by the high erosion

rate encountered on the long-slope terrace with a 4.5o slope. In this case the

combination of a slightly higher slope angle and a slope length in excess of 85 m may

have conditioned the erosion rate of almost 30 t ha-' year'. These data illustrate the

value of low density sampling for the identification of broad topographic controls on
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erosion rates. Clearly, further Investigation of large numbers of terraces would allow
more definitive statements regarding the Influence of slope angle and length.
However, even the lmited data available suggest that 30 may be Identified as a
maximum slope angle for long-slope terraces if excessive erosion rates are to be
avoided and, although MI' htly higher angles may be aeptable on narrow-strip
terraces, where angles exceed 76 high net erosion rates may be expected.

7.9 Conclusions

This case study has provided valuable data which may be used to formulate the
following major conclusions:

Uncultivated areas:

I The study has confirmed the importance of vegetation over in ontrolling

erosion on the steep gully slopes. The rates of erosion on the bare gully slopes
agree well wh previous estimates, and are an order of magnitude higher than
the rates estimated for adjacent grassland, and nearby forested slopes.

II Rates of erosion under grassland and forest may have been underestimated in
previous studies which have relied on data collected from small plots. The
137Cs-derived data suggest that ahough erosion rates under grassland and

forest are very much lower than on bare or cultivated slopes, they may be an
order of magnitude higher than previous estimates. There is a clear need for

more data, and erosion plot studies encompassing whole slope profiles would
be particularly valuable.

Cultivated areas:

I The detailed investigation of two terraces has highlighted the important role of

tillage in redistributing soil within the fields. This results in very high rates of soil
loss over part of each field. Due to the inherent fertility of loess, this is unlikely
to have a serious impact on productivity in this locality but could have
important implications in other areas.

II The study has also demonstrated the soil conservation benefit of narrow, low-

slope ribbon terraces which follow the contour closely. Where this approach is
employed and slope angles are equal to or lower than 3o, net rates of soil loss
from the terraces may be lower than kgM-2yearl.
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III Where it Is necessary to make use of long-slope terraces, the slope angle

becomes more critical, and very high rates of erosion may be expected if angles

in excess of 30 are found on terraces with longer slope lengths.

These conclusions and the quantitative data on which they are based represent an

important contribution to the understanding of soil erosion and conservation in the

Nan Xiaohe Gully and, very importantly, the results were obtained ithin year of

sample collection. This case study, therefore, confirms the value of the 137CS

technique as an aid in the development of effective land management strategies.
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Chapter 

Case Study 2 -
Soil Erosion on Agricultural Land near Harare, Zimbabwe:

Rates and Controls.

8.1 The Collaborators

Dr Hemy Elwell, Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Borrowdale, Zimbabwe.
Mr Owen Mandifingana, Ministry of Lands, Agriculture and Rural Settlement, Soil
Productivity Research Laboratory, Marondera, Zimbabwe.

8.2 The Context

Elwell (I 984) has suggested that soil erosion on arable land would threaten the
productive potential of large tracts of cropland in Zimbabwe before the middle of the
next century. This prediction was based on erosion rate estimates made using the

SLEMSA estimator and assessments of productivity based on a soil lifespan model.
If Elwell's predictions are of the right order of magnitude, there is a clear need for the

development of effective land management strategies which take long-term
sustainability into account. However, the definition of appropriate land management
strategies is dependent on ready acess to reliable quantitative erosion rate data.

To obtain this information using erosion plots would require an inordinate level of
investment, and Elwell 1984) suggests that 50 000 plots would be required to
analyze the most common field conditions in Zimbabwe. Furthermore, the delay in
obtaining representative data from plot monitoring limits the applicability of this
approach. Similarly, estimation of erosion rates through rill survey is inappropriate as

soil loss is dominated by sheet erosion, because rilling and gullying have been
largely controlled by mechanical protection (Elwell, 1984, 1990).
This case study was, therefore, devised in response to the clear and immediate need
for quantitative medium4erm erosion rate data and in the ontext of the inability of

conventional methods of soil loss estimation to provide such data. The aims of the
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study were, firstly, the evaluation of the soil erosion problem, by definition of the

magnitude of the rates involved; and, secondly, the identification of potential ontrols

or the observed rates of erosion. Some of the results of the study have been

published (Quine et A, 1993) and the following sections describe the basis for site

selection and the definition of the sampling strategy, present a summary of the

results, and provide a brief discussion of the implications of the results for

reconnaissance studies of soil erosion.

8.3 The Selection of Study Areas

Selection of representative study areas was based on the management and soil type

contrasts which exist in agricultural areas in Zimbabwe, particularly in the area near

Harare in which the study was to be undertaken. The management contrast is

represented by the broad division of agricultural land in Zimbabwe into two types,

namely ommercial and communal. The communal areas are characterized by

subsistence farming with both arable and pastoral activities undertaken, while the

commercial areas are dominated by arable agriculture. The soil type contrast in the

area near Harare may also be represented by a broad bipartite division of the soils

under cultivation. The two most important soil types are tropical red soils developed

on basaltic parent material, and granitic sandy soils. The tropical red soils, which are

found almost exclusively in the commercial farming areas, are described as

inherently fertile clay loams and clays in the legend of the soils map of the Federation

of Rhodesia and Nyasaland (Thompson et A, 1960). Conversly, the granitic sands,

largely found in the communal farming areas, are described as leached and

inherently infertile by Thompson et A 1960). Two sites were, therefore, chosen for

investigation which reflect these contrasts in management and soil type (Table 8.1).

Although the close dependence of management and soil type contrasts prevent

separation of the impact of these individual variables on erosion, the sites were

considered to be appropriate as they are each representative of their type.
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Table 8.1 Properties of the Study Sites.

Study Site: Borrowdale Chinamora

Location N edge of Harare 20 k NE of Borrowdale

17045'S 3105'E 1703TS 31015'E

soil type Tropical red clays Granitic sands

Management Commercial Communal

Agriculture Arable Arable Pasture

8.4 Sampling Strategy

The sampling strategy reflects the twin alms of the study, namely the dentification of

the magnitude of the rates of erosion on representative areas of agricultural land and

the evaluation of potential controls on erosion. As indicated above, the management

and soil type ontrols on erosion cannot be separated. Aside from this division,

evaluation of the controls on erosion focussed on topographic parameters,

specifically field length and angle. Identification of these ontrols was based on their

use In erosion estimation models (eg USLE and SLEMSA) and the relative ease of

access to such data If they were found to be appropriate.

At Chinamora, both arable (Figure 8.1) and pasture areas were sampled. In the

arable area the blocks of fields were of limited extent and included few fields, so the

sampled fields were dispersed. While at Borrowdale (Figure 82) two large

contiguous blocks of arable fields were sampled. The overall stratified sampling

strategy is shown in Figure 83, and the number of samples collected at each site is

summarised in the following sub-sections.
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Figure 8.1 Typical small block of contour strips on communal agricultural land in
the Chinamora study area, near Harare, Zimbabwe.
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Figure 82 Erosion plots at the Institute of Agricultural Engineering Farm at

Borrowdale, near Harare, with sampled contour strips beyond.
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Agricultural land
near Harare

Commercial Communal

I I
Arable

I Pasture Arable

Topographic I
controls Topographic

Permanent Abandoned controls

Figure 8.3 Summary of the stratified sampling strategy which was employed.

8.4.1 The Borrowdale Site

Reference samples from the protected area of permanent grassland.,
1 Scraper-p!ate depth profile
15 Cores from immediate vicinity in 5 groups of 3

Cultivated Land.
Block 
Representative transect through all contour strips in block

32 Cores collected from 1 1 contour strips.
Contour strip 12 sampled in detail

30 Cores on 6 transacts
Block 2
Representative transect through all contour strips in block

34 Cores collected from 1 1 contour strips.
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Blocic 4
Depth distribution of 137CS from cultivated se

I Scraper-plate depth profile

Representative transect through ontour strips

20 Cores ollected from 6 ontour strips.

8.4.2 The Chinamora Site

Reference samples from the protected area of permanent grassland.

1 Scraper-plate depth profile

27 Cores from immediate vicinity in 9 groups of 3

Permanent pasture:
Depth distribution of 137CS from pasture se

I Scraper-plate depth profile from ridge

I Scraper-plate depth profile from Wei

Representative transect along ridge in pasture

15 Cores collected in groups of 3 from locations

Representative transect from ridge to vel (seasonal marsh)

27 Cores collected in groups of 3 from 9 locations

Abandoned arable land.

Representative transacts through blocks of abandoned contour strips

37 Cores collected from I contour strips along 2 transacts

Cultivated land.,

site I
Depth distribution of 137CS from cultivated se

1 Scraper-plate depth profile

Representative transacts through blocks of contour strips

56 Cores collected from 12 contour strips along 4 transacts.

Site 2

Representative transacts through block of contour strips

43 Cores collected from 4 contour strips.
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8.5 Methodology

The methodology employed was essentially the same as that described in chapter 7

(section 75) with two exceptions. Firstly, because the soil was extremely hard, use of

the manual corer was impossible. The samples were, therefore, ollected using the

petrol driven corer described in section 3.2 (Figure 32). Secondly, because the

levels of atmospheric fallout of 137CS which have been received at the soil surfac in

the area are very low, a minimum count time of 55000s was required to attain an

analytical precision of % 2 S.D.) for the measurement of 137Cs.

8.6 Summary of the Erosion Rate Data

The 137Cs-derived erosion rate data for both sftes are summarized in Tables 82 to

8.4, and the significance of these data is discussed, briefly, in the following sub-
sections.

8.6.1 The magnitude of the erosion rates

In 1984, Elwell used estimated soil erosion rates of 50 to 80 t ha-' year' to predict the
impacts on poductivity otlined in section 82 Ahough the rates derived using 7Cs

for Borrowdale and Chinamora are lower than Elwell's estimates, they do provide

evidence of a serious soil erosion problem.

Net erosion rates at Borrowdale of 6 and 10 ha-' year' for the two full transacts

exceed both the estimated soil formation rate 1-2 t ha-' year') and the suggested

acceptable soil loss limit (5 t hal year'). Furthermore, the net rates of soil export

mask a much more serious on-site erosion problem represented by gross rates of

erosion of 9 and 16 t ha-' year', or 2 and 3 times the suggested rate of acceptable

soil loss.

At Chinamora the on-site erosion problem on the cultivated land is even more

serious, as reflected in net rates of erosion for the sampled transacts of 17-27 t ha-'

year', and gross rates of 19-28 t ha-' year'. Continuation of erosion rates of this

magnitude could threaten the sustainability of subsistence yields beyond the middle

of the next century.
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Table 82 Erosion rate data for contour strips and blocks at Borrowdale

Strip Erosion rates Sediment Eroding
no length angle (t ha-I year') Delivery Length

(m) (deg.) net* gross mean Ratio %

Block 
4 71 2.2 11.0 12.7 36.1 87 35
5 22 2.1 13.3 16.7 24.3 80 68
6 29 1.9 4.0 4.0 4.0 100 100
7 30 1.8 4.3 4.3 4.3 100 100
8 35 1.9 8.7 8.7 8.7 100 100
9 38 2.0 -4.0 0.8 1.5 0 51

10 38 1.6 39.3 39.3 39.3 100 100
I 41 1.7 2.4 4.8 8.9 51 54
12 39 1.7 -0.3 0.7 1.5 0 50
13 40 2.5 -11.5 0.0 0.0 0 0
14 34 2.2 0.8 6.3 11.3 12 56

Block 2
1 60 3.3 -0.7 3.6 9.6 0 37
2 37 2.9 6.5 6.8 9.0 97 75
3 37 2.3 21.8 21.8 21.8 100 100
4 30 2.1 -10.8 1.0 4.9 0 1 9
5 38 2.0 -4.2 5.6 9.2 0 60
6 35 1.3 31.3 31.7 44.0 99 72
7 61 1.6 7.5 9.4 14.6 80 65
8 50 1.8 42.1 42.2 42.2 100 100
9 50 1.7 3.9 3.9 3.9 100 100

I 0 47 1.5 36.0 36.1 36.1 100 100
1 1 46 1.5 10.5 10.5 11.1 99 95

Block Segments
3-9 319 1.9 6.5 8.2 12.0 80 68

10-14 229 1.7 6.1 9.9 19.4 6 51
Block 2 Segments

1-5 231 2.5 3.0 7.7 13.1 39 59
6-7 106 1.7 16.2 17.5 26.0 92 67
8-9 105 1.7 23.0 23.0 23.0 100 100

10-11 102 1.6 23.4 23.4 24.0 100 97
Block Total

3-14 559 1.8 6.3 9.0 15.0 69 60
3-11 419 1.8 10.1 11.6 16.5 87 70

Block 2 Total
1-11 570 2.0 13.4 15.6 20.6 86 76

(Negative erosion rates in the net erosion column represent net aggradation)
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Table 83 Erosion rate data for cultivated fields at Chinamora.

Field Erosion rates Sediment Eroding

no length angle (t ha-' year') Delivery Length

(m) (deg.) net* gross mean Ratio %

Transect 1

1 25 4.3 10.4 23.8 31.7 44 75

2 30 3.4 28.7 28.7 28.7 100 100

3 16 2.8 13.4 19.6 28.9 68 68

4 20 3.2 16.3 18.4 21.0 88 88

total 125 3.7 18.3 23.5 27.7 78 85

Transect 2

1 63 1.4 32.7 32.7 32.7 100 100

2 25 1.4 46.0 46.0 46.0 100 100

3 30 3.4 -3.3 0.0 0.1 0 2

total 115 1.9 27.4 28.1 36.2 97 78

Transect 3

1 21 6.5 13.3 16.4 26.7 81 62

2 1 0 5.5 23.5 23.7 25.8 99 92

total 34 6.3 16.7 18.8 26.3 89 71

Transect 4

1 42 1.2 27.8 28.6 33.9 97 85

2 26 1.6 15.4 16.0 17.8 96 90

3 28 0.8 16.8 16.8 16.8 100 100

total 100 1.2 21.3 21.8 24.1 98 9 

(Negative erosion rates in the net erosion column represent net aggradation)
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Table 84 Erosion rate and topographic data for the transacts on permanent

grazing land at Chinamora.

site Transect Upslope Erosion Topographic

distance angle rate context

(m) (deg.) (t ha-' year')

Transact 

1 0 2.7 7.8 ridge

2 30 3.0 4.3 ridge

3 60 3.3 0.8 ridge

4 90 4.5 4.4 ridge - near path

5 120 3.4 -3.8 ridge - woodland edge

Transact 2

1 0 5.2 2.0 ridge

2 33 4.3 6.1 ridge

3 70 4.6 -2.4 adjacent to ephemeral channel

4 102 3.3 -1.3 adjacent to ephemeral channel

5 138 5.9 -2.7 close to channel at base of

step

6 177 2.1 -13.8 upslope end of level vei

7 213 3.8 -5.9 vlei centre

8 250 2.3 -4.5 vlei centre

9 286 4.1 -4.7 vlei centre
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Furthermore, serious off-site Impacts may be predicted on the basis of the very high

sediment delivery ratios at both sites, 69 and 86% for the two transacts at

Borrowdale, and 78-98% at Chinamora Ahough some of the exported sediment

may be trapped by field boundaries, the data suggest that a very significant

proportion of the sediment will reach the luvial system.

8.6.2 Edaphic and manaaement controls

As was indicated in section 83, ft is not possible to separate the edaphic and

management controls on erosion rates. However, the rates discussed in the previous

sub-section do highlight a clear contrast in erosion rates between the two study areas

which can be related to the management/edaphic contrast. The higher erosion rates

identified in the communal farming area at Chinamora probably reflect both the high

erodibility of the sandy soils and the pressure on land at Chinamora. It appears that

these factors exercise more control over erosion rates than the greater field lengths

and increased mechanization employed on the clay soils at Borrowdale.

8.6.3 Land-use controls

At the study area on the Communal farming land at Chinamora it was possible to

sample both arable and pasture land (section 84). The resultant data (Tables 83

and 84) allow a comparison of the erosional impact of these two land-uses. The data

suggest that rates of erosion over much of the pasture are of the order of 4 ha-'

year', and therefore only 15 to 25% of the gross rates of soil loss on the ultivated

transacts. It would, therefore, appear that on-site impacts of erosion in pasture areas

are likely to be very much less severe than the impacts on cultivated land.

Furthermore, the study identified the importance of vleis as sediment traps, so that a

tentative estimate of net soil loss from pasture of the type studied would be c.2 t ha-'

year', which represents a relatively minor off -site threat.

8.6.4 Topographic controls

In order to assess the role of topographic variables in influencing erosion rates on the

cultivated land in both study areas, the relationships between net erosion rates and

field downslope length and angle were examined. The data sets for both Borrowdale

(Figure 84) and Chinamora (Figure 8.5) show no evidence of consistent topographic

controls on net erosion rates.
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Figure 84 The relationship between field net erosion rates and topographic

variables at the Borrowdale study area; (a) field slope length; (b) field

slope angle.
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Figure 8.5 The relationship between field net erosion rates and topographic

variables at the Chinamora study area; (a) field slope length; (b) field

slope angle.
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Simila:;y, when the detailed patterns of wilhin-field soil redistribution, obtained

through high density sampling, are examined there is no clear evidence for

topographic control on the distribution of eroding and aggrading areas. At both

Borrowdale (Figure 8.6a) and Chinamora (Figure 8.6b) linear zones of erosion

extending down the fields may reflect the impact of run-on from surrounding areas,

so emphasizing the importance of extrinsic rather than intrinsic factors. This has

serious implications for the prediction of erosion rates which will be considered in the

following sections

Soil rdistribution
rate (I ha-I yr-1)

aggradetion

Oro"
.14 4

94ELOW -to

S�oil redistribution (b)
rate (I h*-i YFA)

1- - 21115 - io &W"Uo-n
-S_ 5
la -5 OrOSion

-40

Figure 86 The spatial distribution of soil redistribution rates superimposed on

an isometric projection of the field topography, for: (a) contour strip

12, block 1, at Borrowale; and (b) field 4 transect 1, at Chinamora.
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8.7 Conclusions

This case study has provided a range of erosion rate data on which the following

conclusions are based:

I There Is a serious erosion problem on the sites investigated on arable land in

the area around Harare. On the commercial farming se there is no immediate

threat to productivity, but the rates of soil export may pose serious problems off-

site. At the site on the communal lands the rates of erosion, while lower than

Elwell's estimates, are of sufficient magnitude to cause concern for the

sustainability of current land-use. These conclusions confirm the urgent need

for quantitative erosion rate data.
II The absence of consistent relationships between erosion rates and topographic

parameters which are commonly used in erosion estimation procedures raises

important questions concerning the viability of such procedures. While these

procedures may provide a notional erosion hazard assessment, estimation of

the actual rates involved will clearly require additional data or other approaches.
III The large amount of erosion rate data assembled using the 137CS technique

over a relatively short period of time emphasizes the potential of the technique

to meet the need for erosion rate data of a type, and over a time-scale, which

are appropriate in the development of land management straegies.
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Case Study 3 -
Soil Erosion on Cultivated Land

in the Lesotho Lowlands.

9.1 Collaborator

Prof Qalabane Chakela, Department of Geography, National University of Lesotho.

9.2 The Context

Serious gullying of agricultural land and siltation of reservoirs provide clear evidence
of erosion in much of the Lesotho lowlands (Chakela, 1981). While significant
research effort has been expended in the investigation of gullying, relatively little is
known concerning rates of erosion from the cultivated fields (Chakela et at, 1986).
Any erosion-induced loss in productivity will have serious consequences because
agriculture is the most important economic activity undertaken in the ountry, and the
arable land on which 67% of the population depend covers only 33% of the ountry
(Ojanduru & Khoachele, 1986). In response to the need for more information
concerning the distribution and severity of erosion in Lesotho, Stromquist et al.
(1 986) have used False Colour Composite Images of Landsat MSS data to produce a
map of erosion classes in the Lesotho oands (Figure .1). While this provides a
valuable overview there are two important limitations, namely the diff iculty associated
with representing the erosion classes by ranges of rates, and the high degree of
generalization associated with the map. The case study described in this chapter,
therefore, investigated the possibility of using the 137CS technique to assemble
quantitative data concerning catchment scale patterns of erosion and deposition. This
chapter will examine results obtained in a study of the Sofonia catchment (Figure
9.2). Some of the erosion rate data will be presented, but the main focus will be on
the approaches used to extrapolate from field-based erosion rates to the catchment
as a whole.
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A

A

t

Figure 91 Erosion classes in the Lesotho ovAands based on visual

interpretation of False Colour Composite Images of Landsat MSS

data by Stromquist et al. (1 986).
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Figure 92 The Sofonia catchment in the Lesotho Lowiands.
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9.3 The Sofonia Catchment

The Sofonia catchment was selected as typical of an area in erosion class 

(Stromquist et al., 1986), which is the most commonly occurring class in the Lesotho

Lowlands (Figure 9 ). Rates of gully expansion and the distribution of 'sheet' erosion

have been examined in the catchment by Lunden et a. 1986) using multi-temporal

aerial photographs, and Figure .3 provides a summary of their results. The field

boundaries and topography of the catchment are illustrated in Figure 94. The field

boundaries indicate land ownership and are also Identifiable on the ground. However,

within individual fields there may be further subdivision into contour-strips which are

identifiable on the ground but are not shown on the map. Further relevant catchment

statistics are listed in Table 9.1.

Table 91 Catchment data for the Sofonia study area, Lesotho.

Location 1 0 km E of Maseru (29.3S 27.6E)

Catchment area 6.1 kM2

Minimum sediment yield 2400 t km-2 year' (Chakela of al., 1986)

Valley bottom soils Sephula-Maseru-Berea associations

Escarpment Clarens formation (sandstone)

Escarpment soils Berea-Ntsi-Matela associations

Cultivated area Slope-foot valley floor, in contour-strips.
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Figure 93 Rates of gully expansion and the distribution of 'sheet' erosion in the

Sofonia catchment, as identified by Lunden et al. (1 986) using multi-

temporal aerial photographs.
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F 4

RIT

Figure 9.4 (a) The field boundaries and topography of the Sofonia catchment.
(b) An isometric projection of the topography of the Sofonia

catchment.
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9.4 The Sampling Strategy

Figure 94 shows the location of the 7 transacts which were selected to represent the

cultivated area of the catchment of the upper reservoir. All contour-strips and fields

were surveyed to establish their downslope length and slope angle, and samples for

137Cs analysis were collected from a representative group of fields and strips, as

follows:

Reference samples from a protected area of permanent grassland.,

1 Scraper-plate depth profile

1 0 Cores from immediate vicinity

Cultivated land.
Depth distribution of 137CS from cultivated se

1 Scraper-plate depth profile.

Transect 1

83 Cores collected from a representative sample of 1 1 strips and fields.

Detailed investigation of field (1 6 cores).

Transects 2 3

128 Cores ollected along transacts from a representative sample of strips.

Detailed investigation of field 20 cores).

Transects; 4 to 7

84 Cores collected in groups of 3 at regular intervals along transacts.

60 Surface samples ollected at smaller regular intervals along transacts.

9.5 Erosion Rate Data for Transect I

Analysis of the samples collected on transect 1 allows examination of the distribution

of erosion at both the detailed field scale and the transect scale.

9.5.1 Soil redistribution at the field scale

Figure 95 shows the detailed pattern of soil redistribution over field 15. The rates of

redistribution vary from soil loss in excess of 50 t ha-' yearl to aggradation in excess

of 50 t ha-' year', emphasizing the local spatial variability of erosion. The pattern of

maximum loss from slope convexities at the field margins again indicates that tillage
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has played an important role in soil redistribution. However, the absence of sgnificant
aggradation over much of the depression which passes diagonally across the field
suggests that soil moved into this concavity by tillage is exported from this area by
water erosion. The field statistics based on integration of the point data (Table 92)

also demonstrate the role of water erosion in giving a net rate of soil export from the
field of 78 t ha-' year', despite soil aggradation at the base of the field. Furthermore,
the field statistics indicate that on-site reduction of productivity is a real possibility,
with mean erosion rates in excess of 20 t ha-' year' over 66% of the field.

Soil redistribution rate (t WI year1

so
25
1 0

Aggradation
5 0:1.,

.2 Stable -14

Erosion-10
.25 1 2
-50

1 4

1 2

I 0
2

125

100 Metres

Figure 95 The distribution of 137Cs-derived soil redistribution rates
superimposed over an isometric projection of the topography, for

field 15 of transact 1 in the Sofonia catchment.
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Table 92 Integrated field data for field 15 of transect I in the Sofonia catchment,

Lesotho.

Eroding sites

Mean erosion rate (t ha-' year') 20.5

% total area 66

% area eroding with rate:

> 2 t hal year' 60

> 4 t ha-' year' 54

Aggrading sites

Mean rate (t ha-' year') 17.5

% total area 34

Whole Field

Gross erosion rate (t ha-' year') 13.5

Net erosion rate (I ha-' year-') 7.8

Sediment delivery ratio (%) 58

9.5.2 Soil erosion at the transect scale

Figure .6 shows the 137CS-derived net erosion rates for the sampled contour-strips

and fields on transect 1. The first feature of this distribution which is worthy of note is

that the intra-field range of soil redistribution rates 15 to 30 t ha-' year-') is very

much lower than the within field range referred to in the previous sub-section. The

second feature is the presence of at least two aggradational zones on the transect.

The location of these aggradational zones in contour-strips located at the base of two

of the fields on the transect, may be indicative of their forrnation during the period

after 1954 initiation of fallout) but before the construction of the contour-strips. If this

interpretation is correct, then net erosion rates on other contour-strips will reflect the

impact of erosion both prior to and post field sub-division.
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Soil redistribution rate (t ha' year
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Figure 96 The 137Cs-derived net erosion rates for the sampled oontour-strips

and fields on transect 1.

The change from single fields to contour-strips, during the period of time represented

by the 137Cs-derived erosion rates, has important implications for the development of

extrapolation strategies. It will be difficult to develop extrapolation strategies at the

contour-strip level, because strips with identical current characteristics which were

formerly located in different parts of a field may be expected to have widely differing

long-term net erosion rates. The extrapolation procedures which have been

examined have, therefore, focussed on the use of consolidated strip data to estimate

field erosion rates. These extrapolation procedures are examined in the following

section.
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9.6 Extrapolation of Erosion Rates

9.6.1 Net erosion estimation based on field characteristics

The first extrapolation procedure which was examined was aimed at establishing
catchment scale net erosion rates. This approach employed the erosion rate data
from transect I section 95) and topographic data from all 7 transacts. The ontour-

strip erosion rate data were combined to produce field-based estimates of net erosion
for the four fields represented by transect 1, and the following steps were employed
to estimate net erosion rates for the fields on the remaining transacts:

(a) The four sampled fields were assigned to one of three net erosion classes (0-5,
5-1 0. >1 0 t ha-' year') on the basis of the ombined strip data.

(b) Field reconnaissance indicated that the major topographic controls upon
erosion were likely to be slope angle and slope length (expressed as both field
and strip length). These data were assembled for all 7 transacts.

(c) The topographic variables (field length, field slope angle and strip length) were
used to cassify the study fields using cluster analysis. This classification
produced three groups of fields, each containing at least one field from transect
1 

(d) Each group was assigned to the erosion class of the field from transect 1 which
it contained. One group contained two fields from the sampled transect, both of
which had been assigned to the same erosion class.

(e) Verification of the classification was undertaken by comparing predicted net

erosion rates for four fields on transacts 2 3 and 6 with net erosion rates
estimated directly from 137Cs measurements for the same fields. In each case
the erosion rate estimated directly from the 137Cs data lay within the predicted

erosion class.

The resultant distribution of extrapolated erosion rates is shown in Figure 97.
Although the classification must be viewed as tentative because of the small number
of fields sampled, its internal onsistency and the verification provided by the
additional samples suggest that this approach to the estimation of field-based net

erosion rates, and therefore potential off -site impacts, has considerable potential.
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Figure 97 Extrapolated and 137CS-derived net erosion classes for 7 transacts

through cultivated fields in the Sofonia catchment.

9.6.2 On-site erosion mappina based on surface and low-density ampling

The second approach to extrapolation had a different aim, namely the identification of

on-site impacts of erosion at the field scale. As the detailed field study (section 95.1)

demonstrates there is considerable spatial variation in erosion rates within each field

or contour strip. Furthermore, the detailed study highlights the firrifted area subject to
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aggradation close to the field margin. Such aggradation zones are of KW importance

when assessing off-she Impacts of erosion through estimation of not erosion rates.

However, assessment of on-site impacts of erosion at the field scale will be more

realistic if aggradational zones are excluded. This is achieved in the detailedstudy by

calculation of mean and gross erosion rates (d. Table 92) bt this approach is not

possible when less detailed data are employed. In order to address this problem, the

core and surface samples collected from transacts 4 to 7 were obtained from the

main body of the sampled strips and fields, avoiding the field margins. Erosion rate

estimates derived from these measurements should, therefore, provide an indication

of the severity of erosion over the main body of the field. This measure of erosion is

referred to as the modal erosion rate.

The assessment of on-site impacts of erosion at the catchment scale must therefore

be based on modal erosion rate measures. The procedure used to establish field-

based modal erosion rate measures for transacts 4 to 7 using a ombination of ore

and surface samples is outlined below.

(a) Two data-sets were established: data-set A which incorporates all those points

for which 137CS inventory measures were available in addition to measures of

surface 137Cs activity; data-set B, which includes those points for which only

measures of surface 137Cs activity were available.

(b) By employing a onstant estimate for bulk density 135 g CM-3) the plough

depth was estimated for each point in data-set A, as follows:

P - 1/(S-R))

Where: PI - plough depth (cm); I - 137CS inventory (ml3q CM-2); S - surface

137Cs activity (mBq g-1); R - bulk density (g CM-3).

(c) These data were used to estimate the plough depth for each field along

transacts 4 to 7.

(d) The estimated plough depths and constant bulk density were used in

conjunction with the measurements of surface 137Cs activity for the points in

data-set 3 to estimate the 137CS inventory for each point represented in data-
se B.

(e) The measured and estimated 137CS inventories for the points in both data- sets

were used to calculate mean 137CS inventories for the central area of each field

on transacts 4 to 7.

(f) The mean 137CS inventories were used to estimate the modal erosion rate for

each field.
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Figure 98 shows the modal erosion rate classes fr each field on transacts 4 to 7 As

expected, these modal erosion classes are considerably higher than the extrapolated

net erosion rate estimates, shown in Figure .7. However, their magnitude is

consistent with the mean and gross estimates of erosion rate for field 15 of transec I

(Table 92).

a Teronk�

Ha Tonki

Modal erosion rate
t ha-I year-I

NM >20 ea

...... 10 - 20 LESOTHO

0 10
0 Metres 500

Figure 9.8 137CS-derived modal erosion classes for transacts 4 to 7 in the

Sofonia catchment.
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9.7 Coraclusions

The Lesotho case study has demonstrated the potential of the 137CS technique to

provide erosion rate data at a variety of spatial scales. The detailed study reaffirmed

the marked spatial variation in soil redistribution rates whin individual fields, and the

Importance of selecting the most appropriate erosion rate measure when evaluating

on-site and off-site impacts. Lower density sampling of representative fields allows

access to net erosion rate data at the transect scale. Two methods of assembling

catchment scale data have been proposed. The methods should be seen as

complimentary rather than as alternatives. The first method, based on extrapolation

of net erosion rates provides an indication of the range and distribution of net erosion

rates and, therefore, a measure of likely off-site impacts. In contrast, the second

approach is specifically designed to assess the magnitude of erosional losses over

the greater part of each field area and, therefore, the potential on-site impacts of

erosion on productivity.

Although several procedures for producing erosion hazard maps based on

topographic and other land use and environmental variables have been documented

in the literature (cf. Stocking et a/., 1988), such procedures generally lack the ability

to assign quantitative estimates of erosion rates to the mapped classes. On the basis

of this case study, it can be suggested that the 137CS technique can be used to obtain

catchment scale erosion rate data directly, and may also provide a means of

assembling the 'ground truth' data required to evaluate or calibrate existing erosion

hazard procedures.
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Overview -
The Value of the Caesium-137 Technique

On the basis of the theoretical background described in Part and the practical

applications described in Part 2 the value of the 137CS technique may be seen as

follows:

Conceptual Benefits

1 The technique permits retrospective assessment of medium-term erosion rates.

2 The soil redistribution rates estimated represent an average for the last 30-35

years, and are therefore less influenced by extreme events.

3 The rates estimated represent the sum of all erosive processes.

4 Both rates and patterns of soil redistribution may be quantitatively assessed.

5 A range of erosion rate estimates may be obtained, including mean rates of

erosion and deposition and net rates of soil export from the field.

6 The spatial resolution of the data obtained is defined by the sampling strategy.

Practical Benefits

I The application of the technique requires only one field visit, and the results can

be provided within a relatively short time.

2 The whole field may be studied with minimal disturbance to the land-user.

3 Erosion rate data may be obtained at a range of spatial scales from the

detailed-field investigation to a reconnaissance-level study.

4 When combined with extrapolation procedures and other methods for

maximizing spatial coverage the technique offers a cost-effective means of

assembling quantitative catchment-scale data.

The technique, therefore, has unique potential for meeting the data requirements of

agencies involved in:

on-site and off -site erosion assessment

evaluation of soil conservation methods

development of land management strategies.
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